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Knowledge of genetic variability is helpful in designing proper breeding
strategies for the mink industry. The genetic variability of 212 black mi.& fiom four
breeduig ranches in Nova Scotia, 20 h m each of pastel and brown (wild-type) from
one ranch in Prince Edward Island, and wiid mi& trapped in New Brunswick were
assessed using seven microsatellite loci. Three of the black mink ranches (Ml, M2
and M4) were chosen because of their long history of breeding (20 to 30 years), large
herd size (> l3ûû breeding females d d g the last 10 years), and limited gene flow
between them. The fourth ranch (M3)was established in 1986 with a group of mink
onginated from 14 ranches in Nova Swtia, and has been maintained with
approximately 1 0 breeding fernales. AU the biack mink ranches have been open to
outside stock, and have used the Jetbiack mink. The pastel and bmwn herds have
been closed for 15 and 7 years, respectively. The average number of alleles per locus
was 6.57 in the entire sample, and ranged between 4.4 in the wild mink and 5.1 in
Ml and M2. The mean expected heterozygosity (He) was 0.63 over ail populations
and loci. The estimates of HEwere comparable among the black mink herds (0.53 to
0.6 1). The wild mink had the smallest HE among populations (0.50), and the
ciifferences between Ml and brown mink were significant. These results indiate a
considerable level of genetic variability within black mink, despite high levels of
uniformity that have been achieved in fur quality traits as a result of many years of
intense seleztion. The high level of genetic variability could be the result of
continuous gene flow from outside sources, and the fact that ranched rnink are a
mixture of at least three subspecies of Amencan wild rnink. The brown mink had a
significantly higher HE(0.65) than that in M2 and M4, which could be the cause or
the effect of higher vigour and reproductive performance of the brown compared to
the black mink. Ail the populations showed a higher level of homozygosity than
expected from the Hardy-Weinberg proportions at several loci, indicated by the
significantly higher HEthan observai heterozygosity, and positive F, values.
Linebreeding and potive assortative mating have possibly caused this phenornenon.
Excess of homozygosity in the wild mink may indicate breeding behveen related
individuals occupying adjacent temtories, and a limited movement of mink in the
wild. Three methods of assessing interpopulation genetic variability; the x2 tests of
homogeneity of d e l e frequency distributions at each locus in each population,
Cavalli-Sforza and Nei' s genetic distances, and ph ylogenetic analysis, provided a
similar profile of population divergence. The black mink herds were closely related to
each other, as were pastel and brown. Gene fiow from comrnon sources to a l l the
herds and infusion of the Jetblack allele during the last 20 yean into all the ranches,
were Wcely the causes of relatedness of the black mink herds. Contrary to the
historical evidence on the time of divergence, the black mink herds were more closely
related to the wild mink than to the colored mink. This panel of microsatellites
correctly classifieci black and non-black mink into their respective populations in at
least 92% of the individuals. The black mink were correctly assigned into their herd
of origin with 66 to 82% precision.
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I .FNTRODUCIION

Mink ranching began approximately 140 years ago when wild minlr were trapped
and bred in captivity (Nes et ol. 1988). Today, Nova Scotia's mink industry is the second

largest in Canada, after Ontario's (FurInstitute of Canada ND), with farm gate d e s of
$10 to $18 million between 1993 and 1996 (Johnson 1993, 1994, 1996, Johnson 1997
personal communication). Approximately 80% of Nova Scotia's mink production is
located in Digby County, where other foms of agriculture are not f d b l e (Johnson

1994). In this county, rnink production is a considerable source of incorne and
empioyment (Mullen 199le). Furthemore, approximately 85-90 % of the mink diet
comprises of non-cornpetitive fecd such as fish and slaughter waste (Johnson 1994).
Most of the mink raised in Nova Scotia are black, and have been intensely

selected over many generations for fur quality traits using linebreeding and inbreeding

(Mme 1991). The mink industry continuously tries to use mutations to produce new fur
traits to satisQ the faShion industry's need for new material. One exarnple is the Jetblack
allele, a mutation which was discovered on Wallace and Edsel Mullen's farm in Nova
Sootia in the 1960's and causes an intense black color favored by the fashion industry

(Mullen 1991e). The Jetblack allele has k e n infused into a large proportion of mink

populations world wide, which would reduce the genetic distance among many breeding
f m s . Intense selection, dong with more uniform environmental and nutritional

conditions compared with those in their natural habitat, may have led to reduction in
genetic variabrlity in f m e d mink (Newman 1994).
Reduced genetic variability decreases response to selection and can lead to
1

reduced reproductive fitness (Faiconer 1981). There is evidence that reproductive
performance, particularly iitter size, has genediy shown a decline in Nova Scotia mink

f m s in the pst two decades (Johnson 1997 persononal communication). In the wild,
kits are boni in litters of 5-8 (Collins 1981), and Ui farmed mink in Europe,the average

is about 5 kits (Nes et al. 1988), while the average number of kits at weaning in Nova
Scotia is 4 (Johnson 1997 persmal communication). h addition, keeping mink under a

rather constant environmental conditions and nutritional regimes may result in a decline
in adaptability to changes in environmental conditions (Mard et al. 1968) which is

important when mink are transportai between f m s .

When selection objectives are changing rapidly as a result of variable demands
fkom the fashion industry, breeders do not have time to change fur quality by selection,
and thus obtain the desirable breeding stock fiom other mink breeders whose mink pelts
were sold at a high price at an auction. The consequences of gene flow from a few

breeders is establishment of genetic links among the f m s , reduced genetic distance, and

a short term increase in genetic variability within f m s purchasing the stock. Therefore,
the sedection schemes and breeding structure of the rnink industry in Nova Scotia are very
cornplex. There is limited published information on the genetic variability of farmed

mink (Farid et al. 1994).
Knowledge of baseiïne genetic information would help mink breeders to design
breeding schemes and selection programs to accelerate genetic improvement of

reproductive performance and fur quality traits. Lack of long term pedigree information
in the mink industry makes it difficult to estimate genetic parameters using classical

3

approaches. DNA based methods are usefiil in estirnahg genetic parameters, as they are
more accurate than analysing pedigree information. In this study, microsateIlites were

chosen because they are highy polymorphic, are scattered evenly throughout the genome,
and are not directly selected for (Tautz et ol. 1986; Levinson and Gutman 1987). In
addition, the high mutation rates of microsatellite loci ailow detection of genetic

divergence among recently separated populations, as is the case in mink farming.

The objective of this study was to use microsatellites to estirnate the genetic
variability within and the genetic distance among four black ranched mink herds nom

Nova Scotia. It is difficult to enterpret the estimated levels of genetic variability and

genetic distance of the ranched mink without having a reference population. Pastel and
brown (wild type) mink h m one ranch in Prince Edward Island, which have been

separatecl fiom black mink for several decades, and wild mink trapped in New

Brunswick, were used as reference populations. The wild rnink were also used to
determine the genetic effects of artificial selection and adaptation to captivity.

2.1. Effecfs of Selection and Mating Systems on the Genetic Variability of Ranched

Mink
2. 1.a. The American Wild Mink

The American wiId mink are disaibutecl thoughout Canada and most of the United
States (Lhscombe et al. 1982). FiReen different subspecies have been identifieci in North

America, based on clifferences in traits such as size, coat color and fur quality. This
classification is somewhat arbritary and has not yet been confirmed by DNA analysis
(Dunstone 1993). The original North American farmed mink were descended h m three
subspecies of M d l a Mson (American mink); M. vison vison (found in Eastern
Canada), M. vison meImnpeplus (Alaska) and M. vison ingens (Yukon, Alaska). Three

other subspecies may have been raised in captivity and possibly contributed to the
modern ranched mink. The American mink is an entirely diflerent species than the

Europn wild mink (M. luneola) (Dunstone 1993).
The American wild mi& have a variable coat wlor, ranging from light to dark

brown with a iight brown unde*

and white markings under the chin, d o m the neck

and on the belly. The weight of adult male and female wild mink range from 0.9-1.6 and
0.7-1.1 kg, respectively (Linscombe et ol. 1982).

Mink reach puberty at nine months of age. They are seasonai breeders whose
breeding season is wntrolled primarily by photoperiod through the release of melatonin

h m the pineal gland (Cochrane and Shackelford 1991). Mink breeding season starts at
the beginning of March (Ashbrook 1928; Cochrane and Shackelford 1991; Mullen
4
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1991a; Mullen 1991b; Rietveld 1199). The females are induced ovulators and ovulate 36

to 66 hours afkr mating (Madsen 1985). Matings k t approxirnately 15 minutes,
although shorter matings sometimes resuit in conception (Cochrane and Shackelford
1991; Dunstone 1993). Mink will usuaüy retwn to estrus six to ten days after the first
mathg and sometimes again nine to ten days after the second mating (Hansen et al.

1985; Cochrane and Shackelford 1991). Females continue tu ovulate after f m t i o n
(superfecundation). Kits arising from the first, second and sometirnes third ovulation
penods may aU be bom in the same litter. If the fernale is mated to different males at the
different estrous periods, the kits in a litter will likeIy be sired by more than one male, a
phenornenon d e d superfetation (Cochrane and Shackelford 1991, Dunstone 1993).
In th& naniral habitat, males and females occupy their own temtory, which

ranges on average between 1-5 km2for males and 0.3-2km2for females, and will only
join together for breeding. Males search for females during breeding season, and often

severai males compte for a female. Each female is usudy bred by more than one male
@unstone 1993).
The duration of pregnancy in mink is from 39-92 &ys with the average king 49

days (Madsen 1985). This variation in the gestation length is due to the variation in the
time of ova implantation. The fertilized ova of the mink from the different mating
periods undergo embryonic diapause at the blastocyst stage before they implant aii at the

sarne time in the utenis around March 219. This is called delayed implantation and is
controfled by photoperiocf (Cochrane and Shackdford 1991). Kits are born from the end
of April until the beginning of May (Mulien 1% la; Rietveld 1991).

2.1. b. Breeding Practices in the Farmed Mink

Esîm can only be determined by the fernale's willingness to accept the male and

she WU display sexuai receptivity for twelve to forty-eight hours after rnating. Ranched
mink are usually remated nine or ten days afkr the first mating (Muiien 1991a, 199lb).

Some ranchers mate the fernales two days in a row in the first cycle and two days in a
row in the second cycle (Rietveld 1991) although some feei this is not a very prudent

practice because ova which have just been fertillled can be destroyed (Madsen 1985).
Some breeders use a different male for the second mating to improve conception rate in
the female. It is assumed that the progeny are sired by the second male. This is bas& on

the notion that if the female is mated the &y after the first mating, 75% of the progeny

are sired by the second male, and when the female is mated 7-10 days after the fust
rnating, approximately 90%of the progeny arise from the second male (Madsen 1985).

In such cases, kits born in a litter could be sir& by different males (Madsen 1985) and
the pedigree information is not accurate for population genetic studies and genetic

evaluation purposes. Female to male ratio in the ranched mink is usually 5: 1 (Hansen et
al. 1985; MuUen 1991b), which could potentially result in a lower rate of inbreeding per
generation than that in other livestock Spenes, such as cattie, sheep, pigs, etc., in which
male to female ratio is much higher.

2.1. c. Selection and Mating Systems

North Amencans were the fint to capture and fann wild mink in the 1800s (Nes
et al. 1988; Bowness 1996). The originai rnink trapped h m the wild were s m d and had

variable fur characteristics, while the f'ashion industry, the ultirnate market for fur,
required uniform pelts of high qualiîy. The most important îraits were size, clarity,

shade, nap length, silkhess of the guard hair, and texture and elasticity of individuai

fibers. In black mink, darkness of the fw is an additionai trait with considerable
importance (HiNeman 1985; M d e n 199la). Mink breeders over the years have tried to
impmve the above traits to satisfy the market demands by following many different

stratepies (Prime1991; Frye 1991; Rietvald 1991). The two major approaches to achieve
this goal in Nova Scotia seems to be selection within a closed herd andor the purchase of

breeding stock h m other sources.
Selection within a closed herd, at least for several generations, has been practised

by some breeders in Nova Scotia (Prime 1991; Table 3.2). Body size and gened
appearance have higher heritability (0.08 to 0.18 and 0.2 to 0.43 in black males,

respectively) (Kenttamiw and Vilva 1988) than reproductive traits (0.05 to 0.16)

(Einarsson 1988), and thus are expected to show a higher selection response and a lower
inbreeding depression compared with reproductive traits (Einarsson 1988; Kenttamies

1988; Borsting 1988). This, dong with the fact that fur quality traits have a considerable
effect on sale price, caused many breeders to intensely select for fur characteristics whiie
ignoring reproductive performance, especially during the early days of fur fanning (Jones

1913; Ashbrook 1928; Hodgson 1937; Einarsson 1992). Linebreeding has been
recommended in the pst, and is still king practised, as a mean of improving size and

fur quality traits in rnink and foxes while maintainhg high levels of uniformity withh

lines (Smith 1931, 1935; GUM 1941; Lange 1983; Ellis et al. 1992; Leonard 1966;
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Hansen et al. 1985; Prime 1991). Positive assortative mahg has also been recommended
while outbreeding was hwned upon because of the loss of uniformity in the kits

(Hodgson 1937). Intense selection, Iinebreeding, and positive assortative mating are

expected to increase inbreeding and reduce the genetic variability within closed herds
w t h e r 1973; Falconer 198 1; Rumball et al. 1994; Roden 19%). The rate o f inbreeding

is inversely related to the population size (AUard et al. 1968) since there is a greater

chance that relatives mate. With seIection, the inbreeding effect is accentuateci (Pirchner
1969) by the fact that a small number of superior animals, which are ofkn related to each

other, will be used for mating and are more 1ikeIy to produce offspring which wiil dso

be used for breeding in the next generation (Robertson 1964). This is especially tnie in
the mink industry where fur quality traits are heavüy selected for and positive assortative
rnating has been practised.
One of the wnsequences of closing breeding herds is the creation of aüele

frequency differences, which can be expressed as genetic distance. M e l e frequency
differences are brought about by the founder effect, random genetic drift, selection and
mutation. Founder effect would be large when a mink herd is established with a small

number of animals (Falconer 1981), which seems to be the case in most of the breeding
fàrms in Nova Scotia (Mden 1991d). Fur breeders are unable to simultaneously select
for the large array of economically important traits. Placing different selection pressure
on various traits wiii result in differences in allele frequecies of the gens controling

ose characteristics. Mutation is another force which could redt in dele frequency
ciifferences between closed herds, but its effect is smaü unless herds are kept closed for a

long penod of time or whai the mutation rate of a locus is very high, such as with
microsateIlites (Roy et d. 1994).

The second strategy for impmving fur quality is based on the purchase of
breeding stock. One of the main goals of a mink breeder is to keep up with the demands
for particular types of furs at a particular time. The breeders do not have time to establish

new lines and to wait for selection to result in a considerable change in a particular trait,
and they must be able to respond rapidly to such a fluctuating market. Purchashg
breeding stock h m those breeders whose mink fur is favored by the fâshion industry in

a particular year is o h practised (Pedenen 1985). One example is the Jetblack allele,
which was discovered on the Mullen 's farm in Nova Scotia in the 1960's and causes an

intense black color favoured by the fashion industry (Cochrane and Shackelford 1991;
Mullen 1991a). This gene has been infused into a large number of black mink

populations in Noah Amenca and other countries (Mullen 199le). The process of gene
flow h m a few breeding herds to many other fur ranches may have increased genetic
variability within and reduced genetic distance among mink farms in the short term.
Therefore, the effects of these hvo breeding strategies on genetic variabiltiy
within herds and genetic distance behveen herds are oppsite. The level of genetic

variability of the rnink populations in Nova Scotia, and in Canada as a whole, has not

been studied in detail. The ody published information indicates a considerable level of
genetic variability within and a high level of genetic relatedness between two breeding
herds in Nova Scotia (Farid et al. 1994).
The result of approximately 100 years of selection is approximately 30 different
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mat colors, and a uniform, high quality fur (Nes af ol. 1988). Ranched mink aiso have a

heavier body weight, which is caused rnainly by diet, with males weighing between 1.9-

2.1 kg and fernales weighing 0.9- 1.1kg, (Rouvinen et al. 1996; Rouvinen et al. 1997).
Keeping mink in captivity and intense selection have brought about other changes. For

example, the s M s of ranched mïnk are larger, have a shorter paiate and have a

narrower postorbital constriction compare- to the wild mi&, and the difference between
sexes for the dadl size in the ranched mink is smaller than that in the wild mink (Lynch
and Hayden 1995). It was speculated that the reduced sexual dimorphism in the ranched

rnink may be the consequence of relax& sexual selection due to Iack of competition
between males for mates, lack of competition for resources, and selective breeding for

large body size (Lynch and Hayden 1995). It has also been shown that the ranched mink

has a 20% smailer brain than the wild (Kniska 1996), possibly due to differences in
environment and adaptation to captivity.

2.2. The Effects of Genetic Variability on Fitness, Response to Selection, and
Adaptability
2.2.a. Reproductive Fitness

The fitness of an individual is the contribution of genes that it makes to the next
generation, or the number of its progeny represented in the next generation (Falconer
1981). In geneml, as inbneding increases over generations and the genetic variabüity

decreases, homozygotes appear less reproductively fit than heterozygotes (inbreeding
depression) (Gruneberg 1954; Pirchner 1969; Mackay 1979; R u m b a et al. 1994).

niere is limited pubfished information on the efkcts of inbfeeding on
econornically important traits in fur bearing animals. Estirnates of heritability for
reproductive traits in mi* and foxes are low , ranging between 0.05 and 0.16 (Eùiarsson

1988; Lagerkvist 1992)- indicating that the inbreeding depression is expected to be high
(Falconer 1981). Berg (1994) found a smalt effect of k

t inbreeding on the number of

stiüborn kits and eariy survival. However, Berg (1996) reported a signifiant deciine in

limr size (total bom, kits born alive, kits at 3 weeks) due to materna1 and dUect
inbreeding. Many strains of dark or black mink have been so intensively inbred in an

attempt to inmase darhess and fur quality that they have increased fertility problems,

possibly due to male steritity and reduced ovulation rate (Hansen et al. 1985). It is
known that many mutant color genes in mink and foxes reduce fermity and viability
when in the homozygous state, including very dark black, very lustrous and shadow
genes (Sundqvist et al. 1989). In blue foxes, another species used for fur production,
Nordrorn (1994) found that matenial and fetal i n b d n g impaired reproductive
performance.
Although reproductive efficiency, measured as the number of kits at pelting time
per breeding females housed, would have a large impact on the output of any fur farm

(Kenttamies and ViLM 1988; Ellis et al. 1992; Berg WM), it has only recently ken

considemi as a trait that must be improved (Eharsson 1992). Scientists worldng with fur

animal species have recently begun to caution producers that inbreeding would result in
increased incidence of mortality due to recessive lethal genes, decline in vigour, reduced
iitter size, slow early growth and reduced lactation capacity (King 1989; EUis eî al.

1992). When the pelt market is depressed, improving production efficiency becomes

particularly vital to any rancher, and reproductive efficiency becomes one of the most
important traits to be considerd for gerietic improvement. Genetic progress in
reproductive performance w i l l be hampered if mink herds have iimited genetic variability

and high levels of inbreeding.

2.2. b. Response to Selection

The response to selection (R) is a function of heritability (h2), intensity of
selection (i),and additive genetic standard deviation (a,, ), i.e. R =hi

O.,

Genetic

uniformity will reduce the response to selection by diminishing the a, (Beardrnore and
LeWie 1963; Falconer 1981). Roden (1995) found that in an open flock of sheep, the

maintenance of genetic variability contributed to a higher selection differential (io,,
where a, is the phenotypic standard deviation) and therefore an improved selection

response over a closed flock. In an extreme case, there is no response to selection in a
pure line because there is no genetic variability (Spiess 1989). If the genetic variability
within rnink herds becomes very lirnited, response to selection WU
decrease.

2.2. d. Adaptability to Variable Environments

Kt has been speculated that loss of genetic variability due to intense selection or
inbreeding, in a constant environment, allows populations to achieve adaptedness to their

immediate environment. Such populations, however, lose flexibility to adapt to other
enWonments (Aliard et al. 1968). Individuals of populations exposed to variable
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environments are more fit with respect to adaptability than those in d o m environments
(MacKay 1979). Since ranched mink are kept under more uniform environmental and
nutritional conditions comparai to the wild mi&, it is possible that the former have lost

the ability to adapt to a different and/or variable environments. This may be a rnatter of
concern when transporthg breeding stock to other locations with different environmental

conditions.

2.3. Means of Assessrnent of Genetic Variability
2.3.a. Phenotype

.,

Phenotypic variabiüty is a function of genetic variability as am be noted in the
~ l a s s i c f o r m u l a t ? ~ = d ~ + ~G ~
E ~, +
wheredp,
d
$ * , d eand02

arethe

phenotypic, genetopic, environmental, and genotype-environmental variances (Falwner

1981). As the genetic variability increases, so does phenotypic variability if the

environment remains constant. Phenotypic va,riance, however, is not a very accurate

measure of the true genetic variability of a population unless the environmental variance
is removed (Falconer 1981). Genetic variability of a trait can be estirnated if large
arnounts of performance and pedigree information are available.

2.3. b. Ailozymes

Ailozyrnes are different forms of the same enzyme which have k e n used for

years to mess genetic variability and genetic distance (Queller et al. 1993). A
homogenized tissue is electrophoresed through a gel and an enzyme-specific reaction

highiights one locus whose alleles may migrate to different distances due to charge

differenœs (QueUer et al. 1993). AUozymes have been used for paternity identification
and assessing genetic variabfity, but th& usefulness is limited due to low variability.
This is especially the case in large marnmals, who typically possess limitecl protein

variation (Bancroft et al. 1995). Low variability of aiiozymes is the result of low

mutation rate of the functional genes, reduced zygote viability of some mutations, the
redmdancy of the genetic code, and the fact that not ail amino acid substitutions nsult in

different electric charges (Scribner et al. 1994). Allozyme analysis also requires fresh or
ca~efullyh z e n tissue, which is a difficult requirement when samples are coliected from

remote areas (Bentzen et al. 1991). The variability arnong rnink ranches for allozymes of
esterase have been reported (Simonsen et al. 1992). Ailozymes of blood plasma proteins
have also been used to determine genetic variability in ranched foxes (Niini et al. 1992).

2.3 .c. Multi-locus DNA Fingerprinting
2.3.c.i. O v e ~ e w
There are two multi-locus fingerprinting tools, in which alleles from many loci

are simultaneously identifiai in each sample. The large number of bands of wmplex
patterns limits the useNness of multi-locus DNA fingerp~tingtechniques when
information is desired on the mode of inhentance and variability of each allele (Bentzen
et al. 1991). Also, specific bands cannot be associated with specific loci (Lynch 1988;

Scribner et al. 1994) and fragments with low molecular weights will usually go

undetected (Lynch 1991). Multi-locus fingerprints reveal many bands of varying

intaisities and similarly sized aileles from different loci which cannot be distinguished

h m each other (QueUer et ol. 1993; Lynch 1988).

2.3 .c.ii. Random Amplification of Polymorphic DNA - Polymerase Chain Reaction
One genetic marker which is easy to generate is RAPD (random amplification of

polymorphic DNA). This is the ampIification of DNA loci by the polymerase chah
reaction (PCR) with a single, short, random-sequence oligonucleotide primer. The PCR

products are separated on agarose or polyacrylamide gels and visualwd with ethidium
bromide or silver staining, respectively (Rafalski and Tingley 1993). Problems associated

with RAPDs are the presence of many bands of varying intensities, faint bands, and low
reproducibility, i.e. slight variations in the experimental procedure can produce erratic

results which can lead to incorrect decisions about band identities (QueUer et al. 1993).
In addition, RAPD markers are inherited as dominant alleles (presence or absence of a
band), which makes it impossible to differentiate between homozygotes and
heterozygotes (Queller et al. 1993; Lynch 1988). RAPD markers have been used for

paternity indentification in multiplesired mink litters (Xiong et ai. 1992).

2.3.c.ii.i. Minisateiiites

MinisateIlites are a class of VNTRs (variable number tandem repeats), in which
the tandem repeats are typically 9-65 base pairs long. Variability arises fiom the

differences in the size of repeats (Queller et al. 1993; Scribner et al. 1994). Genornic

DNA is cut with restriction enzymes, electrophoresed, blotted to membranes and probed

with radiolabelled DNA that hybridizes to the minisateUite sequence (Queiier et aZ.

1993). MinisateIlites are not distributed randomly in the genome and so are not very
appropriate for certain genetic techniques such as gene mapping ( G d e l l o w 1993).

2.3 .d. SingleLocus DNA Fingerprinting
2.3.d.i. Overview

In single-locus DNA fingerprinting, only one (homozygote) or two (heterozygote)
bands are observeci for each sample. Therefore, the inheritance of the alleles at a

partic*

locus can easily be studied and the information obtained is more useful than

that of multi-locus fingerprints (Quelier et al. 1993). Also, single locus f i n g e r p ~ t s
d o w s the heterozygosity to be estimated for each locus, whereas only average
heterozygosity over ail loci can be estimated with multilocus fingerprints (Stephens et al.

1992).

2.3 . d i . Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms

RFLP's (restriction fragment length polymorphisms) remain usehl in research
applications since they provide genetic information at a single locus (Goodfeilow 1993;

Rafalski and Tingey 1993). These are produced fiom the cutting of genomic DNA by
restriction endonucleases that recognize and cleave specific sequences. There are usually
hundreds or thousands of recognition sites throughout the genome for each restriction
endonuclease. Therefore, many fragments of varying lengths are producai which can be
separated by electrophoresis. A labeUed probe based on cloned DNA specific for a

particular sequence of the genome is then hybridized to the digested DNA to identify
different f!&rnents (Ke~edyet ol. 1990). However, a relatively large amount of DNA

is needed, and polymorphism is low because the majority of RFLP markers are caused by
the loss or gain of a specific restriction enzyme site and have only two foms

( G d e l l o w 1993; Rafaski and Tingey 1993). DNA can be amplifieci by PCR. and then
digested 4 t h d c t i o n enzymes (RFLP-PCR). This technique eliminates the need for

Southem blot hybrisization which involves the use of radioactive materials. Furthemore,

it is fast, and small arnounts of DNA can be use&
An ided marker should be highly polymorphic and exist in many different alleles
in order to maximize the chance of recognizing segregation in any particular famïly.

RFLP's produce a large number of monomorphic alleles, and even when aileles are
polymorphic. their frequencies are low. Also, RFLPs are not distributed evenly across
the genome (xemedy et al. l99O).

2.3. d.5. Microsatellites
These are short repetitive DNA sequences of mono- di- tri- or tetra nucleotide

repeats, flanked by unique DNA sequences that serve as pnmers for PCR (megren
1992; Senwaka es al. 1992). The tandem arrays are composed of repeats of 10 to more

than 100 base pairs long. Each set of repeats is an ailele, and differences between alleles
are generated by variation in the number of repeating units (Crawford et al. 1991;

Seriwaka es al. 1992; Buchanan et al. 1994). There are limitations on the number of
repeats in polymorphic alleles, and the higher the number of repeats, the more unstable

the micmsateUate becurnes (Valdes et al. 1993; Holmes 19%).
Microsatefites have several attributes which malce hem ideal as genetic markers
for population and quantitative genetic studies. First, they show extensive allelic variation

and high levels of heterozygosity (Montagutelli et aL 1991; Scribner et al. 1994) which
approaches 90 46 (Eiiegren 1992), as a resdt of high mutation rates (Estoup et al. 1995).

Secondly, they are present in high oopy numbers in the genome and are distributecl
wenly in the genome at approximately evexy 10 Kb (as opposed to rninisateIiites, which

are located in subtelometric regions of the chromosome (Estoup et al. 1993). Third, they
are inherited in a MendeIian fashion as dominant rnarkers (Bentzn et al. 1991; Cohen

et al. 1992). Therefore, each animal will show either one band (homozygous) or two
bands (heterozygous) for that particular allele on the gel (Choudhary et al. 1993;
Buchanan et al. 1994) and aileles usually differ in size by integer multiples of the repeat
unit (Choudhary et al. 1993). Since all different fonns of the allele can be detected, it is
easy to cornpute aIIeIic frequency, genetic variability, genetic distance and test for

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Buchanan et al. 1994). Fourth, microsatellites are usually
se1ectively neutral, although they rnight be linked with hnctional genes. Some human

diseases, such as myotonic dystrophy, spino-bulbo-muscular dystrophy, and fragile-X
mental retardation syndrome, are the result of individuals possessing microsateIlite

alle1es which are much larger than the strict upper limit in the number of repeat units
which normal individuals have. The mechanism for instability of repeats is presently

unknown (Vaides et al. 1993). Since microsateIlites are amplifid by PCR, highly
degraded DNA can be used, including dried or aicohol preserved specimens, and
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archived tissues (Bentzen et d. 1991; Bniford and Wayne 1993). As weU, far l e s tissue

sampie is required than with other methods (Choudhary et al. 1993).
MicrosateIlites are eary to compare across gels. A sequencing ladder run on the

sarne gel can provide a reproducible standard at every base position, and even without
this standard, alieles can be identifiai using the bands of several reference individuals

(Bruford and Wayne 1993). PCR pnmers can be chosen to ensure that different
microsatellite loci produce PCR products of varying sizes so that they will run to distinct

areas of the same gel (Bruford and Wayne 1993). The development of primers is time
consuming and costiy as the DNA sequence flanking the microsatellite mut be hown
(Rafhlski and Tingey 1993; Thomas and Scott 1994). However, when the sequences of
primers specific for a given microsateIlite marker are published, the technology is made

available to the whole scientific community without any need to distribute clones or other
materials (Rafalski and Tingey 1993).

A drawback of using dinucleotide repeats is the shadow or spurious bands
obsewed when PCR products are resolved on a gel (Choudhary et al. 1993; Steffens et

1 1993). These shadow bands may arise from slippage during replication in the PCR
reaction (Choudhary et al. 1993). However, this problem does generally not interfere
with accurate reading of results, and can be eliminated by optirnizing the conditions for

amplification for each individual microsatellite, and then carrying out the correct number
of amplification cycles at the proper annealing temperature (Steffens et ai. 1993).
Another problem which rnay be encountered is the presence of nuiï alleles. If there is any
mutation in the region complementary to one of the primers, the annealing will be

inhibiteci, resulting in the amplification of only one or no allele. This may lead to

mistyping of heterozygotes as homozygotes, and underestimation of observed
heterozygotes (Bmf'ord and Wayne 1993; Callen et al. 1993). The problem a n be
overcome by the synthesis of new primers ( M e n et al. 1993).
High levels of polymorphism makes microsatellites highly suited for genome

mapping, paternity testing, and population genetic studies (Estoup et al. 1995).
MicrosateIlites are especially important in species which are characterized by low levels

of genetic variation resuiting h m srnail populations (Paetkau and Strobeck 1994).
Genetic variability, genetic distance and other genetic parameters have been assessed
using microsate11ites in a very diverse range of species such as wolves (Roy et al. 1994;
Garcia-Moreno et al. 1996), sheep (Buchanan et al. 1994), cows and goats (Pepin et al.
1995), coyotes (Roy et al. l994), humans (Bdord and Wayne l993), snails (Jarne et al.
1994), black bears (Paetkau and Strobeck 1994), polar bears (Paetkau et al. 1995), toads

(Scribner et tzi. 1994), wasps (Choudhary et al. 1993), wombats (Taylor et al. 1994).

and cod ( R m t e et al. 1996) to name a few. At the present time, there is no published
information on using microsatellite loci in mink.

2.4. Formation of New Microsatefites Alleles
Two mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of new aileles: unequa1

sister chromatid exchange and replication strand slippage (Walsh 1987; Tachida 1993;
Valdes et al. 1993; Stephan and Cho 1994).

2.4.a Unequal Sister Chromatid Exchange

Unequai sister chmmatid exchange (USCE)implies a mutational process of
mombination between sister chromatids during meiosis or mitosis (Harding et Irl. 1992;
Harding et ol. 1993). USCE can only be successful if the invading strand finds a region
of homology on the target strand (Stephan and Cho 1994). The following diagram
explains USCE according to Smith (1976):
1. Two identical tandem arrays on sister chromatids pair with each other out of
phase:
CAA C A 4 CAA CAA

CAA rAA CAA CAA
2. Homologous recombination m u r s between the out-of-phare arrays:
CAA QJA CAA CAA

X
CAA CAA CAA

CAA

3. One of the repeats is lost fiom the shorter array and is added to the other sister
chromatid:
CAA CAA CAA
CAA CAL CAA CAA CAA

4. Further cycles of USCE cm either expand the short tandem array to its original
length or continue to expand it.

USCE produces an allele with a different number of repeats than the parental

allele (Tachida 1993). Therefore, the model which has been used to explain the formation
of microsateIlite deles by USCE is the infinite allele model (IAM), which implies that
an allele can mutate to any number of repeats irrespective of the state of the parental
allele. The theory of the IAM States that every new allele is unique because it is d i k d y

that an ailele will mutate to one represented already in the population (Harding et al.

1993; Estoup et al. 1995). However, it has been suggested that USCE is not a major

force in microsatellite evolution (Hatding et al. 1993; Stephan and Cho 1994). Hardllig

et d. (1993), tested the IAM through amputer simulation on microsateIlite loci, and
found the diversity below expectation of the infinite ailele model, Le. a lower number of
alleles was observeci than expected.
Another reason for the disproval of the IAM is that the microsatellite repetitive
sequences have to be longer than 100 base pairs for unequal SCE to work. This is due to
the k t that an attempted recombination event can only be successful if the invacihg

stmnd finds a region of homology on the target strand. Microsatellite runs are usually

less than 100 base pairs long with often severai runs found at one locus and short
interrupting sequences between runs (Weber 1990; Stephan and Cho 1994).

2.4. b. Replication Slippage
Replication slippage implies the displacement of the strands of an unwound DNA
fragment followed by mispairing of complementary bases at the site of an existing short
repeat sequenœ. The simplest consequences of this mispairing, when followed by
replication or repair, are the insertion or deletion of one or several of these repeats
(Levinson and Guûnan 1987). This is thought to be the major mechanism by which
microsatellites are propagated (Tautz et al. 1986; Walsh 1987; Harding et al. 1992;
ScNOtterer and Tautz 1992; Stephan and Cho 1994; Fumagalli et al. 1996). The

followhg diagram explains replication slippage according to Levinson and Gutrnan

1. A parental DNA strand contains a GANCZT repeat.
GAAGAAGAAGAA

CT TCT TCIT CIT
2. A slippage event occurs in the parental or progeny strand during replication,
creating a transient buige that can move through the whole DNA strand. On the
left, one of the CIT repeats of the parental strand loops out, l e d g only 3 repeats
for which the growing progeny to pair with, while on the right, one of the GAA
repeats of the progeny strand loops out, allowîng 5 GAA repeats to be inserted
instead of 4.
A

Parental strand lwps out
GAAGAAGAA

mmm

Progeny strand loops out G A
GAAGAAGAAGAA
CITC TIiCT TCTC

CT
T

3. After replication, on the left, a one repeat deletion has occurred while on the
right, a one repeat insertion has occurred.
GAAGAAGAA

c n m m

GAAGAAGAAGAAGAA
m C T TCTr CTT m

As repeats gain more units they provide a more efficient substrate for slippage
and therefore for further expansion (Levinson and Gutman 1987). Two models are

considered for the formulation of new alleles at microsatellite loci by replication

slippage: the linear rate model and the stepwise mutation (Tachida 1993).
The hear rate model assumes that the rate of replication slippage increases

Iinearly as the number of repeats increases because the probability of mispairhg increases
(Walsh 1987; Tachida and h k a 1992). However, Valdes et al. (1993) found that this

was not the case with microsatellites and that the rate of replication slippage is

independent of the n u m k of repeats.

The stepwise mutation model (SMM) implies that an dele mutates only by Iosing
or gaining a single repeat and therefore possibly towards an allele already present in the
population (Roy et ol. 1994; Slatkin 1995; Estoup et d. 1995). In this model, the rate of
replication slippage does not depend on the number of repeats in the parental gene

(Tachi& 1993). The SMM seems to be the mode1 that most scientists agree to be the
cause of microsatellite formation (Schlotterer and Tautz 1992

; Harding et al. 1993; Shnver et ai. 1993, Valdes et al. 1993; Goldstein et al. 1995;

Zhivotovsky and Feldman 1995). Cornputer simulations of replication slippage produced

microsateUte diversity levels expected from the SMM (Harding et al. 1993). Valdes et
ai. (1993) found that their observations of allele frequencies at 108 human microsateilïte

loci was consistent with the stepwise mutation model at those loci in a population of

constant size. Results of a study by Zhivotovsky and Feldman (1995) where they

analyseci between-locus variation in 86 human microsatellite loci also agreed with the
SMM. However, Estoup et al. (1995) tested both the infinite allele model and the
stepwise mutation model with honey bees and their findings were in agreement with the

infinite allele model but not with the stepwise mutation model since some of their
microsatellites had core sequences composed of repeats of two and even three different

lengths. Although the exact mechanism of microsatellite formation is not known, it dues
not undermine their characteristics as valuable DNA markers for population genetic

studies.

2.5. Rate of Microsatellite Mutation

As was mentioned previously, one of the many reasons microsatellites make good

genetic markers is because of their high variability which is caused by their high
mutation rate. Several studies have atternpted to calculate the rate of microsatefite

mutations:
Levinson and Gutrnan (1987) found the mutation rate to be 104 by observing

ditectly the relative frequencies of insertions versus deletions duruig slipped-strand
mispairing of a 40 base pair poly-CA tract in the bacteriophage Ml3.

Dallas (1992) estimated the mutation rate to be between 2xla3 and 4 . 7 x l P in
three microsatellites in 9 strains of recombinant inbred mice and theîr parental inbred

strains. The mice were analysed for the presence of mutant alleles (non-parental length
variants) by PCR amplification of parental-offspring DNA. Mutation rate was caiculated

as the number of mutation events divided by the length of the limage (in generations)

fiom the start of the strain until the generation king considered.
Weber and Wong (1993) estimated the average mutation rate in humans to be
1.2x10~3/l~~s/gametelgenerati~n
by directiy counting the mutation events uncovered

through large sale genotyping of 40 reference families, giving a total of almost 20,000
parent-offspring transfers of aileles. Fifieen dinucleotide microsateIlites, 12
tetranucleotide sequences, and one trinucleotide sequence were anaiysed, and 25
mutations were detected. The duiucleotide microsatellites by themselves had a mutation

rate of 5.6x104.

Goldstein et al. (1995) estimated the mutation rate to be half the slope of the best

fitting line on a regression graph of microsatellite genetic distances on dates of
intercontinental human migration. They found it to be 7 . 9 6 104,
~ which is close to the
estimates of Levinson and Gutman (1987).

Euegren (1995) estimated the mutation rate in pigs to be 7x1(r5 for dinucleotide

and 3x103 for tetra-pentanucleotide repeats. Usïng 236 pigs from a three-generation
pedigree, sixty-two microsatellites (42 di-, 20 tetra-pentanucleotide) were used, and two

mutations were observeci on the 24,414 gametes ~cfeened(1 dinucleotide mutation in
17,s 14 gametes, 1 tetra-pentanucleotide mutation in 657 gametes), giWig an overali

mean of 8 x 1 ~ per
' generation.

3. MATERIALS AND MIETHODS
3.1. Source of Tissues
Although the main purpose of this study was to compare the genetic variability of
ranched black mink in Nova Scotia, colored rnink @romand pastel), which have been
separatecl fkom black mi& since at least the 1950's, were included in the study to

provide a basis for cornparison. In addition, wild mink were used to examine the genetic

changes that could have occurred as a result of adaptation to captivity and intense
seiection for production traits.

3.1 .a. Black Mink
Mink tissues were obtained from three breeding ranches in Nova Scotia, which

were se1ected because of their large size of operation, long history of mink breeding, and
limiteci exchange of animals arnong them. In addition, rnink tissues from the Nova Scotia
Agriculturd College (NSAC) farm were used.

m:This is a large open farm located near Windsor in the Eastern Annapolis
Valley in Nova Scotia. The farm was established in 1975 when 30 breeding females and
6 inaies were purchased from a mink producer in Nova Scotia who has been keeping

mink for many years. The number of breeding females increased from 54 in 1978 to

1300 in 1985, and fluctuated between 1 0 0 and 1400 bebveen 1986 and 1993. Breeding
stock, mainly pregnant females, were purchased from f m s in both Nova Scotk and the
United States almost every year during this pend (Table 3.1). Cage cards are used for
record keeping and are destmyed when the mink are pelted. Until 1990, selection was
27
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based on fur q d t y traits (density, s i k y texture, clarity of color, and short nape lengths)

arnong kits which were bom in a Litter of size 3 or iarper. More attention has been paid
to litter Sze since 1991, when replacement males and females were selected h m litters
of at least 5 and 4, respectively. Line-breeding is not practiced in this farm.

M:
This is a large open farm in Digby County in North-Western Nova
Sootia. The fàrm was established in 1966 wiîh 15 pregnant females purchased h m
another f m e r in Digby County. The number of breeding femaies has increased h m 45
in 1967 to 2003 in 1980, and fluctuated between 22M and 4434 between 1981 and 1993.
Additional breeding stock was irnported frorn the United States (Table 3.2). Cage cards

are used for record keeping and are destroyed when the mink are pelted. Selection has
been based primarily on fur quality traits prior to 1992, when emphasis was placed on

litter size. There are 6 different lines on this f m , reflecting distinct color shading and

fur characteristics, such as guard hair length and density.

3:-

The farm was established in 1986, with 47 females and 11

males originating from 14 ranches in Nova Scotia (including Farms 1 and 2). Breeding

stock h m various farms in the province has been acquired over the years (including

Farms 1 and 2). This f m seems to have had the widest original genetic base arnong the
populations studied. The number of breeding females ranged between 40 and 101 in this
f m befween 1987 and 1995 (Table 3.3). Selection has been based primarily on fur

q d t y and reproductive traits including litter size, weight of kits, and the number of kits
alive at 3 weeks. Cage cards are used for record keeping and may be destroyed when the

rnink are pelteù, but pedigree information is kept on permanent record.
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4: This is a large open farm in Digby County,

North-WesternNova Scotia.

The fann was established in 1971 with 20 pregnant fernales bought h m another rancher

in the region. This farm was kept closed until 1976, when 4 males were bought h m
Farm 2. ûther males h m various f à r m s in Nova Scotia and the United States were

purchased (Table 3.4). The number of breeding females has nsen from 400 berneen

1971-1975to 1200 between 1979-1983and then to 2000 from 1984-1992. Line-breeding
is practised in this ranch, and selection is based primarily on fur quality traits and litter
size. There are 8 different lines on this f m , representing the farms they originate h m .

Animals within these 4 fanns are thus related to each other through purchase of
breeding stock from the same sources, or through movement of animals among the

farms. Ma1e:female ratio in these f m s is close to 1:4.5, each male is bred to 4 or 5
females. With the exception of f m 3, each female is sornetimes bred to 2 different

males, and the second male is considered the sire of the progeny. Matings between close
relatives (brother-sister, parent-offspring) is avoided, and breeding is always between

males and females of the best fur quality (positive assortative mating).

# males
-lI

#fimales

DW
*

1976
1978

30
54

6

-

30

1.S., Nova Scotia

1979

125

7

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

250

50
-

E.T.,Nova Scotia
J.M.,Nova Scotia

-

40

-

10
10

L.F., CUinois, u.s.'
L.F., illinois, u.s.'
L.F., illinois, U.S.
L.F., inoi ois, U.S.
L.F.. ~llinois.U.S.
L.F.. ois, U.S. l
L.F.. m o i s . u.s.'
L.F.. LUinois, u.s.'
L.F., Illinois, u.s.'
L.F., ~llinois.U.S. l
L.F., m o i s , u.s.'

'

625
625
700
1100
1300
1200
1400

1300
1250
IO00
1300
1400

-

-

-

-

-

12
12
12
12
12
1
2

-

-

Pregnant f e d e s . Most of the male and fernale progeny mre kept for breeding.

* Tissue samples were taken from this farm in 1994.

'
'
'

Table 3.2:

a
of b

b

Eame
#males

#fendes
D.M., Nova ~cotia'

D.F., L.F., Illinois, US.'
D.F., L.F., ~lliriois,u.s.'

-

L.F., Illinois, u.s.'
L. F., H.S.,Illinois, Utah, U.S.

-issue

-

samples were taken fiom this farm in 1994

-

-

'

Table 3.3: Number of =er

of

in

EanILP
# males

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
5

47
87
71
81
80
61
101
105
47
40

1

# females

11

47

-

-

-

-

-

5

--

15

63

18

60

-

-

-

-

Various (see text)

-

7

P.C., F m s 1, 2

-

-

P.C.,Farm 1

-

F-

-

1.2ad4l

None of the anixnais h m Farms 1, 2 or 4 or their progeny was sarnpied h m this study.
%srrue -les
were taken fiom this fârm in 1993 and 1994.

#males
#

1971
1976
1979
1982
1983

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

fernalest
20
4ûû-500
1200
1200
1200
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

4

10
2
8

4

# females

pur20

-

10
6

fann of . .
H. H, Nova"o"tial
Farm 2, Nova Scotia
A. LB., Nova Scotia
HS.,Utah, U S .
L.F., Illinois; H.S., Utah, U.S.
C.V., ~llinois,u.s.'
L.F., Illinois, U.S.
Farm 2, Nova Swtia
F m 2, Nova SCOtia
L.F., D.F.,Illinois, U.S.
L.F., m o i s , U.S.l

4
2
6

-

-

10

H.S.,Utah,u.s.'

8

-

F d , Nova Scotia; L.F., P.C.,U S .

-

-

-

10

4

-

vissue samples were taken from this farm in 1994.

-

3.1. b, Colored Mink

Brown (wild-type) and pastel mi& were h m one farm in Prince Edward Island.

The ranch has kept p t e i mink since it started in 1962. These originated in Ontario and a
few additional mink were purchased prior to 1980. Fifty fernale and 20 male brown mink
were bought in 1989 from another ranch in Prince Edward Island. This population
onginated in France. The number of females g r a d d y increased ?O 750 in 1995. This
herd has been closed during this period. In contrast to the open breeding f m s that
constitute the four black mink f m s in Nova Scotia, the brown and pastel mink have
been kept in isolation with the exception of 175 female and 15 male pastels in 1995

which were imported from Quebec, but not used for this study. Table 3.5 shows the
number of breeding animals each year since the 1980s.
Table 3.5: 0
of b
r

r

ELfbm

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
5

-

-

50
200
350
450
500
600
750

20
50
75
80
100
110
150

1

-Y
1980s
1989
1990
199 1
1992
1993
1994
1995

1. Same of the pastel females are bred to males of other colon.
YTissue samples were taicen from this hm in 1995

500a00
275
350
350
350
350
350
350

-

#

20
25-30
25-30
25-30
25-30
25-30
32

3.l.c. Wild Mink
Wdd mink were trapped in northem New Brunswick in an area c o v e ~ g

approximately 40 km2 in October and November of 1995. The area was chosen because it
was far h m any mink ranch, and thus the chance of trapping crosses between wild and
escaped ranch mink was slim. The mink were brown in color which also indicates that

these were tnie wild mi&. The following table (Table 3.6) shows where a i l the wild
mink were trapped.

inwere

Table 3.6:

Number
Corn

3
2
4

2

I
2
1
1
1

3

Norîhumberland
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert
Westmoriand

n
West Branch Six Mile Brook Wildlife Management Zone
Pleasantvde
Coverdale River
Parish Elgin
Campbell Brook
Ro Parish, Port Elgin
Coverdale River
Berryton
Beaver Brook
Prosser Brook
New Ireland
45 River
Salisbury Back Road
Duncan River
Junction Babcock Brook
Poiler River
Cover-ver

3.2. Coîiection of Mi& Tissue Samples and SeIecfion of Animals for this Study
3.2.a. Black Mink

The tongue andlor liver samp1es were coilected immediately after the mink were
kiUed by cervical dislocation (except for f m 3, where they were killed with CO& Using
the forceps and scalpel, approximately 3/4 of the tongue was removed, placed in the pre-

labelled cryovial, making sure that the animal ID was recorded on the data sheet next to
the cryovial number. The vials were quickly placed on a clip and submerged hto liquid

nitrogen .
Following pelting, a transverse incision was made across the abdomen and the

liver was removed. This was placed on a plastic bag, cut into 3-4 pieces of approximately
2 g each, put in cryovials, and quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen. After each mink was
sampled, the plastic bag, Scalpel Made and gloves were changed to avoid cross-

contamination. Samples were stored in a cryo-freezer at -80°C, and a sarnple inventory
was established. Between March 1993 and December 1994,276, 3 13, 33 1, and 74 mink
were sampled h m Farm 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
Cage cards were obtained for each mink and information such as yea. of birth,

mink ID, parents information, and line, was entered in a database file (dBase IV). This
information was used to select one mink per sire family to be used in the project. The

number of individuals used in this study was 78, 44, 50, and 40 h m Farms 1, 2, 3, and
4 respectively.

3.2.b. Wild, Pastel and Brown Mink.
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Frozm hind legs of 20 ranched pastel and 20 brown mi& were sfiipped on i œ to

the NSAC in plastic bags dong with their cage cards in the winter of 1995. Upon arrival,

muscle tissue was taken h m the legs with scissors, Scalpel and forceps. The muscle

pieces were piaced in labelleci cryoviais (3-4/mink) and stored in the cryo-f?ieezerat 80°C. These animais were umiated to each other and chosen by the farmer.

Whole carcasses of 20 trapped wild mink were h z e n in individual plastic bags
with information on the location where each mink was trapped and were shipped to the
NSAC. The same procedure for tissue collection was then used as the pastel and brown.

Muscle tissue was taken from the legs, head and back as explained in the case of the
brown and pastel mink.

3.3. Laboratory Procedures
3.3.a- DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted fiom rnink liver, tongue or muscle using the two following

methods. In the fist method, DNA was extracted from approximately 150 mg of tissue

using 2X lysis buffer (Applied Biosystems) to release the DNA and protehase K (16
&pl,

ICN) to dissolve the proteins surrounding the DNA. A phenoYcholofonn

extraction with ethanol precipitation was then carrieci out. The resulting DNA was
suspended in 50 pl 1X TE buffer. The DNA was quantified with a TKO 100 DNA
fluororneter (Hoetfer Scientific Instruments). In the second method, approximately 0.05g
of tissue was treated with proteinase K (16 ~ g / p i ICN)
,
and precipitated with ethanoI. The
DNA was then suspended in 100 pl LX TE buffer. The DNA concentration was not
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deterinineci. Although the second method was much quicker, the DNA obtauied was not

of very high quality and so it is only mmmended for PCR analysis when only small

pieces of DNA, such as microsatellites, are to be amplified. Detailed procedures are
explallied in Appendix A.

3.3.b. M l 3 Size Marker

The Ml3 size marker was made with the T7~equencingTMkit (Pharmacia Biotech)
accordhg to the manufacturers instructions for sequencing reactions. However, 25 pl of
Stop Solution (0.3 96 each of bromophenol blue and xylene cyan01 FF; lOmM EDTA and
97.5% deionized formamide) was added instead of 5 pl for termination of the reactions in

order to extend the shelf life of the Stop solution and get more use out of it. The sarnples
were denatured at 80"C prior to loading on a polyacrylamide gel.

3.3 .c. PCR Amplification of Microsatellites
3.3.c.i. End-labelling Primer With y-Pn

In a labelled microtube, the following materials were combined flable 3.7),
which was enough for 20 reactions (0.5 ~Ureaction):
Table 3.7:
4.5 pl
0.5 pl
i .O pl
1.04

3
10 cd

m

in

dH20

-

T4 PNK (polynucleotide kinase)(lO UIpl, NE Biolabs)
10X T4 PNK buffer (New England Biolabs)
Bprimer(10pM)

lx

m2

l

total volume

.

I

W

0.5 UIp1
1 PM

3-

The mixture was incubated at 37% for at least 30 minutes, but the incubation time
was sometimes extended up to 18 hours, a b r that the reaction tends to degrade. The

kinase was inactivateci by heating at 6S°C for 15 minutes.

3.3.c.ii. Preparation of PCR Master Mix

For DNA which was extracted by the f
h
tprotocol and for which the
concentration was known, in a labelleci PCR tube, between 1 and 3 pl of DNA was
added. For the samples extracted by the second method, 3 pl of DNA were added to each
PCR tube.

The following PCR master mix (Table 3.8), which is enough for 20 reactions
(7.5 ~Vreaction),was prepared in a labelled microtubes.

Table 3.8:

a
in
Co-

l % ~ w e e n *20 (Fisher Scientific)

0.13%

-0
10X PCR buffer (Boehnnger Mannheim)
dNTP (2.5 mM)
A primer (10 pM)
B primer (10 pM)

1.33 X
0.27 m M
0.67 p M
0.60 p M

-

0.03 IJ

Total volume

The tube was spun for 1 second in a microcentrifige, and the end-labelleci primer
was added to the PCR master mix. Of this master rnix, 8 pl was added to each PCR tube

wntaining the sample DNA. A drop of mineral oil was layered on each mixture and

placed in a PTC-laTM
Programmable Thermal Controiler (MJ Research, Inc.). PCR

conditions were as foiiows (O' ConneIl

u.
1996):

Five cycles of a 94°C denaturation for 20 seconds, X°C for 20 seconds ((where X
is the annealing temperature (Table 3.9), and depends on the primer)), and 72'C
extension for 20 seconds, followed by 40 cycles of 90°Cdenaturation for 20 seconds,
X°C anneaüng çTable 3.9) for 20 seconds, and 7 î 0 Cextension for 20 seconds.

Table 3.9: g

y

X
No.of
("CI
B S - e
Mvi24 56 (GT),, CTTGCCTCTATCAG'ITCTCC / TATïCTGGGTC-rr-i-i-CTATCC
MvS4
Mvi87
Mvi57
Mvil 11
Mvi219

56
56
56
57
51
58

(CA),,
(GT),,

AGAGTCTGTATACCTCCACC 1 CCCT'CCTTGGCTCCGCAC
ACAATAGTAGTGGCAGCAGC 1 TCTGTGAAACACTGCAAAGC
(GT),, GAACAGGACCAGCCCTGC / GITGGAAATGAGGATCTCAC
(GT),,
GTGGGCATAGAATITAGAGG 1 TTATCAAAGACAATGTGCGAG
(GT),,
GGGTGCGGCTCTCACTGC 1 GGAGTAmGTCCTCACmGC
G A C C r A I I T ~ C C I T ~ c T C I T C A C C A G G ~ G ~

FoUowing PCR amplification, 10 pl Stop Solution was added to each tube. The

PCR products were either subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on the same &y
or stored at 4°C until the following &y.

3.4. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

Wedge gels of 0.4-1 mm (8% acrylarnide) were used to run the rnimsateI.l..iteson
a Bio-Rad Sequi-Gens II Nucleic Acid Sequencing Cell. The apparatus was assembleci and
the acrylarnide gel poured according to the manufacturers instructions. The gel was pre-

run for approximately 45 minutes at 1800-2000V,70-95 mA until the temperature of the

gel reached 55OC. The products were heated to 95'C for at least 5 minutes before they

were loaded on the gel

Between 2-2.5 pi of PCR feaction was loaded on the gel and 44.5 pl of m a r k
was l d e d on both sides of the gel and run at 55'C (18W20V,70-95 mA) for 2-3

hours, until the fast dye (xylene cyanol) had reached the bottom of the gel. Foliowing
electrophomsis, the gels were exposed to Kodak X-OmatTMXK-1 N m for 4-14 hours,
depding on the age of the isotope. For each &y the isotope aged, the exposure time was
increased by approximately one hour. The N m was developed using an AFP Imaging

mini-Medl90X-ray film processor. Gels were scored using the M13rnp DNA s k
template, by comparing it to the size of the alleles on the gel. AU stock solutions used for
extraction, PCR and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis are found in Appendix B.

3.5. Data analysis
3.5.a. Intrapopulation Genetic Variability
3.5.a.i. Polymorphism and Test for Hardy-Weinberg equiiibrium
AUele frequencies were computed at each locus for each population using the

FREQ procedure of SAS (SAS Institute l996), and genetic polyrnorphism for each
population was measured as the mean number of aileles per locus. Conformation of

genotype frequencies to Hardy-Weinberg equiiibriurn was tested using the GENEPOP

cornputer package, version 1.2 (Raymond and Rousset 199Sa) using the default options
(1000 dememorisation, 50 batches and 1000 iterations). The program uses the exact

Hardy-Weinberg test (Louis and Dempster 1987) when there are fewer than five aileles

per locus, and uses a Markov chah method to estimate the exact Hardy-Weinberg
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probability without bias (Guo and Thompson 1992) when there are five or more of alleles.

The probabzty of rejecting Ho¶
i.e. genotype fiequencies are in Hardy-Weinburg
equilibrium, and the standard e m r of this estimate were computed. When standard errors

were larger than 0.01, the data were reanalyzed using a larger number of batches (100).
This program does not perform any test when a locus is monomorphic or quasi
rnonomorphic (two alleles, but one is represented only once). The ailele frequency
distributions in such cases did not obviously conform with Hardy-Weinburg proportions.
Deviations from Hardy-Weinburg proportions for each population over dl loci, and for
each locus over all populations, were also tested by GENEPOP, which combines the

results of individual tests on each single locus, using Fisher's method. This procedure is
valid only if the loci are independent.

Prior to this test, alleles with frequency of l e s than 5% over all populations were

considered as rare, and were pooled together, or were added to the aUele class with the
lowest frequency when there was only one rare aliele in a locus.

3.5 .a. ii. Heterozygosity
The observed heterozygosity (hd was computed for each population at each locus,

and for each locus over aU populations by direct count.
ho=Bkii,,,i<j Qi, where Q6=naj/n, i+j, and NAAj
is the number of AiAj
genotypes.

This procedure is valid for any number of alleIes, and does not require assumption
of Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium. The sampling distribution of heterozygosity in a locus is

binomial regardlas of the number of alleles (hetemzygous genotypes vs homozygous
genotypes), i.e. V(hJ =ho(1-h,,)/n, where n is the sample s k

The average observeci heterozygosity of each population (HJwas computed by
taking the weighted arithmetic mean of the heterozygosity at each locus. Weights wete the

number of individuals genotyped at each locus.
Expected unbiased heterozygosity of the mL population at the k"' locus &,,& was
computed as:

=2n(l-XxU3/(2n- 1)
is the frequency of the ih allele in the mL population and n is the number of

Where

observations (Nei and Roychoudhury 1974b;Nei 1978). The sampling variance of this
estimate is (Nei 1978):

V

u =[l/n(2n-l)][Zki=, ~ ~ - ( X ~ ~ , , ~ ~l ) {~Z+k4i =( in~-3 - ( Z k i = , ~ 2 ) 2 ) ]

When sample size is large, [2n/(2n-l)] approaches unity and

b=l-C;p,h2
The sampling variance of this estimate is somewhat srnalier than that for the previous
estimate (Nei and Roychoudhury 1974b):

V&,J=[(2n-l)/4n3][(3-4n)(Zkif 1 x , 2 ) 2 + 4 ( n - 1 ) ( k i 1 3 + k i , 2 ] ,where n is the sample
size.

Heterozygosity of the Kb locus over ali populations was computed as 4=2n(lZxi2)/(2n-l), where xi is the frequency of the ih allele in the entire sample. The arithmetic

mean of tb,estimates, weighted for the number of observations, was used as the average
heterozygosity of the mh population over ail loci

m,and will be denoted as HE.
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Pauwise tests of homogeneity of expected heterozygosity of each locus in different

populations were performed using the G-test (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). The hypothesis was
that estimates of expected heterozygosity at each locus were the same in any two

populations. The observed numbers of heterozygotes and homozygotes were tested against
expected numbers using a x2 goodness-of-fit test. This test also examines excess of

homozygotes compared with the Hardy-Weinburg values. AU the above computations
were performed by programs written in SAS (SAS Institute 1996).

3.5. b .Interpopulation Genetic Variability

3-5.b .i. Population Differentiation
Pairwise tests for homogeneity of ailele distributions were performed using the
GENEPOP computer package after pooling the rare alleles, which foilows the Raymond

and Rousset (1995b)method. The hypothesis test& is that ailele distributions are
independent of populations (no ailele differences). An unbiased estimate of the Fisher's
exact test on contingency tables is performed using a Markov c h a h method (1000
dememorisation, 50 batches and 1000 iterations). The prograrn cornputes the probability
of being wrong when Ho(allele frequency distributions are independent of populations) is
rejected.

3.5.b.L Genetic Distance

Nei 's genetic distance (Nei 1972) and Cavalli-Sforza' s chord measure (CavalliSforza and Edwards 1967) were computed using the aiiele frequencies from a l l the

microsateuite loci and the GENDIST option of the PHYLIP (Phylogeny Inference

Package) computer program, version 3.57 (Felsenstein 1995).
Nei8sstandard genetic distance is defined as D = - h o , where I=J~/~J,J,.

term J , = C ' , ~

The

is the pmbability that two alleles one taken at random from population

X and one h m population Y are identical, J,=Z',,~,*

is the probability that two allela

chosen at random h m populations X are identical, and J,=Cki,,qi2

is the same quantity

for population Y. 1 is Nei's normalized identity for this gene, which is the ratio of the
proportion of genes that are aüke between and within populations (Nei 1972, 1977,
1978).
where cos0 =Eki=,Jp&.
Cavalli-Sforza's chord measure is defined as f(2-~COSB),
This is the geometric distance between two points P and Q, with coordinates ~ ( J p , , J p 3

and Q(Jq, ,Je),on the surface of a hypersphere with radius 1. pi and qi are the d e l e

frequencies in populations X and Y, respectively.

3.5.b .G.Phylogenetic Analy sis
There are several methods of constructing phylogeny trees: One of the most

common ones when dealing with allozymes and microsatellite loci is the distance ma&
method, which is based on the set of distances calculated between populations. In this
methoci, the genetic distances between ail pairs of "operational taxonomie unitsu (OTU8s)

are caiculated. These genetic distances are used to cluster OTW' S. The following three
methods were used to construct uruooted phylogenetic trees by the PHYLIP computer

program. A rooted tree conveys the notion of temporal ordering of the species or
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populations on a tree, while an mrooted tree merely reflects distances between units with
no notion of which was ancestral to which. No outgroup was assumed in this study.
UPGMA (unweighted pair-group method using an arithmetic average) defies the

intercluster distance as the average of a l l the pairwise distances for members of two
clusters. In the Fitch-Margotiash method (Fitch and Margoliash 1967). rnissing OTU's
are introduced as common ancestors of later OTU's, and fits branch lengths to groups of

three OTU's at a time. Different trees are compared on the bais of a measure of
goodness of fit, called the percentage standard deviation (s) (Fitch and Margoliash 1967).

s =lW(~,[(~-ed/d~*/[n(n1))"
where d,i is the observed distance pair, i and j, n is the number of OTU's, and e, is the
sum of the branch lengths between them on the tree. nie best tree will have the srnailest

percent standard deviation. It is possible to adjust branch lengths in the fitted tree to
d u c e the standard deviation. Other trees can be chosen for examination by selecting a

different initial pair of OTU's. The tree with the srnailest standard deviation is considered
to be the b a t , and this criterion is the bais on which the Fitch-Margoliash algorithm

operates.
The Neighbor-joining methoci for reconstnicting phylogenetic trees from
evoiutionary distance data was developed by Saitou and Nei (1978). This method is based
on finding O T U s that minimize the total branch Iength at each stage of clustering of ûTUs

starting with a starfie tree. Neighbor is defined as a pair of OTUs C O ~ e ~ t ethrough
d
a
single interior node in an unrooted, bifurcating tree. Neighbor-joining produces tree
without assumption of a clock.

3.5.b.i~.Assignment Test:
The value of this panel of microsatefite loci in correctiy i d e n m g the population
h m which individuals were sampled from was detennined by an assignment test. This
test is an indication of population differentiation, because the larger the genetic

dineremes among populations, the lower the likelihood that an individual is assigned to a
popitlation other than the one it was sampled from.
The expected fresuency of each individual's genotype in each of the seven

populations was calculated. The product of these expected genotype frequencies at each of
the seven loci, based on the observed ailele distributions, was computed for each

individual, and the individual was assigned to the population where its expected genotype
frequency was highest.

The foilowing example demonstrates this procedure for a simple case. Assume that
ailele frequency distributions of two populations (i = 1,2) at two loci (k= 1,2) are

available; [@lu, pm---pl$,@n~,p,n.-.pldI for ~pulation1 and I(P211, Pzi2---~1>9@n13

h...
Pni)] for population 2. The probability that an individual " m m with allele frequencies
f =[(plj,plY),@rj,fij,) J has corne fkom each population is:
Population 1: @ilj

X

p1lj*)x@12jX ~ 1 2 ~ )

Population 2: (nux hlj.)x@nj x x j g )

Individual m has alieles A l and A2 at locus 1 and aUe1es B1 and B2 at locus 2, Le.
f =[(1,2),(1,2)1.

If random mating and Iuilrage equilibrium within each population muld

The likelihoods that individual m has corne from populations 1 and 2 are 0.12 and 0.019,
respeçtively, and thus it is more like1y to have corne from population 1.

3.5. c. F-statistics

F-statistics have been proposed by Wright (1943) and have been widely used in

population genetic studies. When a population is subdivided into several subpopulations
( f m s , lines or families), only individuals within a subpopulation can breed with each
other. Since each subpopulation has a smailer number of individuals comparecl with the
population as a whole, the chance of mating between relatives will increase, resulting in

an excess of homozygosity and the accumulation of inbreeding. A three tier hierarchical
structure was defined by Wright (1943, 1978): individuals within a subpopulation,
subpopuiations within the whole population, and the population as a whole.
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Each individual has a certain level of observed heterozygosity 0,which may be
différent than if that individual wodd have corne h m a randornbred subpopulation of a
similar size (Haor a randombred population with the same size as the whole population

(HT)The
. following heterozygosities are defined:
H,=xkiLi,l
H/k, where Hi is heterozygosity in subpopulation i and k is the number

of subpopulations. H,is therefore the average of heterozygosity of all the genes in an
individuai or the probabïiity of hetmzygosity of any one gene.

Hs=ldki,a
,., where p,, is the Frequency of the imalIele in subpopulation "su,
and Hsis the heterozygosity that would be expected in a randombred subpopulation "s",
Le. a population under Hardy-Weinburg equiiibrium. Hmsis the average of Hs taken over

subpopulations.

HT=l-Zki= $, where pi is the frequency of the ia alleIe averaged over the
subpopulations. H, is the heterozygosity that would be expected in a randornbred
population consisting of al1 the subpopulations pooled and bred at random.
Since mating among individuals in a smail population results in loss of

heteroygosity and accumulation of inbreeding, three measures of inbreeding has been
defined for population subdivision (Wright 1943, 1978; Nei 1973; Hartl and Clark 1989).
These include:
FB=(H'rHJ/H's

Fm=&&-H'JMT

F
, =WT-HJ/HT

F, is a measure of inbreeding coefficient of individuals in a subdivided population
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due to nonrandom mating, or inbreedhg of an individual relative to the subpopuiation to
which it belongs. When maîing is at random in a subpopulation, F, is equal to zero, and

consequently F,=F,.

Positive F, values indiate within subpopulation inbreedurg (more

homozygosity than expected) due to mating between relatives. Negative F, values shows

l e s homozygosity than expected fkom a population at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Nei
(1973) used G
, for multiallelic loci.

Fm is the effect of population subdivision on the reduction of hetemzygosity due to
random genetic drift, also called the fixation index. This is inbreeding in subpopulations

F is equal to zero if ali
relative to the total population of which they are a part. ,
subpopulations are in Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium, othenvise it is larger than zero.

Significant ,F values indicate large genetic separation among subpopulations. Fm, as a

measure of population subdivision, is related to different measures of genetic distance.

F, is the overall inbreeding coefficient of an individual which includes
contributions due to actual nonrandom mating within subpopulations (Fdand due to the
subdivision itself (F,).This is a measure of inbreeding of an individual relative to the
population as a whole, and is the most inclusive measure of inbreeding in that it takes into

account both the effects on nonrandom mating within subpopulation and the effects of
population subdivision. F, statistics, as measures of inbreeding, in each of the seven
subpopulations were computed by GENEPOP.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Intrapopulation Genetic Variabilïty
4.1. a. W

e Frequency Distribution and Polymorphism

The seven microsateIlite pnmers: Mvi24, Mvi232, Mvi54, M W ,Mvi219,
MM1 11and Mvï57, generated 3, 6, 6, 4, 9, 8 and 10 deles, fe~pectively(Table 4.3).

AU the seven loci were polymorphic in every population, except Mvi24, the least
polymorphic locus with only three aileles, which was monomorphic in pastel and wild
mïnk. The average number of alleles per locus was 6.57 in the entire sample, and ranged

between 4.14 on ranch 4 (M4) and 5.14 on ranches 1 and 2 (MIand M2) (Table 4.3),
indicating a large degree of genetic variability within populations. Seventeen of the 46

aileles were rare, Le. with frequencies of less than 0.05 over dl populations. Except for
locus Mvi219, there was at least one ailele in each locus with m u e n c i e s larger than 0.05

in every population (Mvi24"', ~ v i 2 3"l,
2 ~vi54**'~'*
lM,~vi87=*",Mvil 1lu and

MVSF*'~)
.

4.1. b. Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
AUele frequencies did not conforxn with Hardy-Weinberg values (P<0.05) in 22

of the 49 population-locus subclasses (Table 4.4). Pooling the rare alleles did not change
the results. Black mink from f m s 1, 2, 3, and 4 were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at
4, 5 , 3 and 5 loci, respectively, while the pastel, brown and wild mink populations were

in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at 2, 3 and 2 loci, respectively. There were ciifferences
among loci for the nurnber of populations at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Six of the
50
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populations were in equilibrium at locus M W 3 2 and none at locus Mvi87, indicating that

forces which caused deviation of allele fresuencies fiam Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium had
dissimilar effects on various loci.
Signifiant departues from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were always associated
with an excess of homozygous individuals, as s h o w by positive F
, values (Table 4.4).

4.1 .c. Heterozygosity
Estimates of expected unbiased heterozygosity (Hd of each population at every
locus, of individual loci over al1 populations, and averaged over a i i loci for each
population are show in Table 4.5, and the observed heterozygosities are shown in Table
4.13. Average of HEand H,over al1 populations and loci were 0.633 and 0.417,
respectively

.
of

HEvaried substantially among loci in

each population (at least by 0.45 points). HEof individual loci within populations ranged
h m zero (locus Mvi24 which was monomorphic in paste1 and wild rnink) to 0.841
(Mvi219 in brown). There was a positive relationship between HEand the number of

dieles segregating at each locus (Fig. 4.1, 4.2).
Pairwise c o m ~ s o n between
s
populations within each locus showed that black

mink herds had comparable HEat aU loci, except for M2 which had a significantly srnalier

HE(O. 178) than both M l (0.463) and M3 (0.413) at locus Mvi232, and M4 which had a
significantly srnalier HE(0.3 18) than Ml (0.597), M2 (0.626) and M3 (0.640) at locus

Mvi57 (Table 4.6). Small HEestimates of M2 at locus Mvi232 and M4 at locus Mvi57
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were the results of one &le with exœptionally high fkequency in each of these

popiilations (0.905 in ~ v i 2 3 2 ' ~
and
' 0.820 in ~ v i 5 7 ' ~ ) .
Pairwise cornparisons of biack muilr with wild and coloured mink for HEare
show in Table 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.

AU the black rnink populations had signifcantly larger

heterozygosities (0.276 tu 0.447) than those in wild, pastel and brown mink (0.0 to
0.097) at locus Mvi24, which was the result of the latter populations king dmost

monomorphic at this locus (Table 4.3). Signifiant differences (P <0.05) were also
observed among these populations at locus Mvi232, except between M2 and wild mink

which had comparable HEdue to a high frequency of ailele 151 (0.905 and 0.975). Black
rnink had smaller HE(O. 178 to 0.463) than coloured mink (0.766 and 0.754) at this locus,

as a result of a smaller number of alleles (3 or 4) in the former than in the latter
populations (5 alleles). Locus Mvi232, on the other hand, was almost monomorphic in
wild mink,with a very small HE(0.050). The oniy other locus in which black mink herds

had significantly lower heterozygosities (0.318 to 0.640) than coloured and wild mink
(0.785 to 0.824) was Mvi57, again due to smailer number of alleles in black (4 to 8)

wmpared with that in wild and coloured mink (6 to 8).
Wild, brown and pastel mink had comparable heterozygosities at al1 loci (Table
4.10). The only differenœ (P <0.01) was an exceptionaily low HE(0.050) in wild mink

wmpared with that in pastel (0.766) and brown (0.754) at locus Mvi232. ûniy two of the
six deles at this locus were present in wild mink, one (~vi232"')with very high

fresuency (O. 975).
Estimates of obsewed heterozygosity 6)
were smaller in magnitude than HEin

36 of 49 comperisons (Table 4.5 and 4.13 and Fig. 4.3, and the Merences were
signifiaint in 18 of these cases (Table 4.14). The extent of ciifferences between HEand %

was the attribute of the loci rather than the characteristic of the populations. HEwas larger
than % at two (M2and wild mink) or three loci in every population. Mvi87 was the only

locus in which estimates of HEwere significantiy larger than H,in every population,
while estimates of HEand H,were not different at locus Mvi232 in any of the

populations. AU the four alleles at locus Mvi87 were segregating in ail the populations
with comparable fkequencies, except in M4 and wild mink, whereas there was an dele

with a rather high frequency at locus Mvi232,and the other five aileles either were absent
or had low fkequencies at this locus in most populations fiable 4.3).

LocusHEof the seven loci, using pooled data over populations,
ranged from 0.313 at locus Mvi24, to 0.822 at locus Mvi219 (Table 4.5). The former
locus had the srnailest number of alleles (3) and had the smallest HEin most populations
(0.0 to 0.447). and the latter, with 9 deles, had generally the largest estimates in all
populations (0.637 to 0.841). Oniy five of the pairwise comparisons; Mvi87 and Mvi54

(0.705 and 0.698), Mvi87 and Mvi57 (0.705 and 0.71l), MvS4 and Mvi57 (0.698 and
0.711). Mvi219 and Mvilll (0.822 and 0.790), and Mvilll and Mvi57 (0.790and
0.7 1l), were nonsignificant (Table 4.1 1).

H,of different loci, pooled over populations, were srnaller than the corresponding
HEestimates (Fig.4.3), ranging from 0.157 at locus Mvi87 to 0.71 1 at locus Mvilll
Fable 4.13). The ranking order of the loci based on Howas different from that based on

HE. The main difference between HEand H,was in the case of locus Mvi87 with the

srnailest % (0.157) and a larger than average HE(0.705).
Average HEof each population over ail loci ranged

from 0.498 in wild mink to 0.651 in brown mink, anCI the bIack rnink herds had
intermediate values (Table 4.5). Average HEof the four black mink herds were not
different h m each other (Table 4.12), although Ml tended (P< .IO) to have a higher HE

(0.608) than M2 (0.543) and M4 (0.531). Average HEof the wild rnink was signincantly
smaller than that of Ml (0.608) and brown (0.65 l), and tended (P<0.10) to be srnder
than that of M3 and pastel. HEof the pastel population was comparable with those in

other populations, while HEof the brown mink, the most heterogeneous of all

populations, was larger (P C0.05) than those in M2, M4 and wild mink.
Estimates of observed heterozygosity of the populations, averaged over all loci,

ranged between 0.370 in wild mink and 0.504 in brown (Table 4.13). HEwas larger than

H,in every population (Fig.4.4),and the ranking of the populations was the same based
on both estimates.

4.2. Interpopulation Genetic Variability

4.2 .a. Allelic Differentiation
There were considerable differences in allele frequency distributions among the
populations (Table 4.3). Although there was no d e l e with a high frequency in one
population and absent in others, which could be used as a marker for population
identification, there were rnany alleles with fiequencies larger than 0.05 in one or more

populations while absent in others. These alleles were summarized in the following table
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(Table 4.1). The contrasts were, as expected, largely between biack rnink with wild and

wloured mi&, i.e. alleles were present in aIl black mink herds but absent in one of the
other populations, or vice versa. The most notable observations were the aUe1e ~ v i 2 4 ' ~

which was present at frequencies of 0.163 to 0.329 in black minL herds but was absent in

pastel, brown and wild mink; allele vil 11''' with fresuency 0.150 in wild rnink but was

absent in other populations; and allele ~vi219'"with frequencies of 0.198 to 0.554 in
black mink samples, 0.15 and 0.325 in brown and wild mink, but absent in pastel.

Table 4.1: 1

0

Locus
Black vs
others

Wild vs
others

Brown vs
others
Pastel vs
others

Coloured vs
others

Wild &
pastel
vs others
Wild &
brown
vs others

.

Allele

0

Ml

M2

5 in

M3

M4

PAS

BR0

WIL
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The results of x2 tests for pairwise cornparisons between black mink herds at
every locus are shown in Table 4.15. Pairwise cornparisons of black mink herds showed
that allele fresuencies were different (P <O.OS) in 22 of the 42 cases. The herds had

different allele frequencies at 2 (M2 vs M4),3 (M1 vs M2 and M4), 4 (Ml vs M3),or 5

(M3vs M2 and M4) loci. Mn87 was the only locus at which all the coinparisons among
black mink herds showed signifiant differences.
Most of the non-rare alleles were either present or absent in all the four black
herds, except Mvi232'", ~ v i 8 7 @~, v i 19'
2 " and ~vi5796that had frequencies larger

than 0.05 in at lest one of the black rnink herds but were absent in another herd (Table
4.3).

AU black mink herds had significantly different allele frequencies than wild,
brown and pastel at every locus. The exceptions were wild mink and M l at locus
Mvi219, wild rnink and M2 at locus Mvi232, and brown and Ml at loci Mvi87 and

Ma19 (Tables 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18). Differences between wild mink and M4 at locus
Mvil 11, brown and M3 at locus Mvi24, and pastel and M2 at locus Mvi87 approached
sigdïcance (P <0.10). The results signify large differences between wild, brown and

pastel mink with the black mink herds.
Brown and pastel mink were different (P <0.05) for allele frequencies at three

loci (Mvi87, Mvil 11 and Mvi57), as were brown and wild mi& (Mvi232,Mvil 11 and
Mvi57) (Table 4.19). Pastel and wild mink showed significant aUele frequency

diflferences at four loci (Mvi87, MviS32, Ma19 and Mvil 11). These two populations
were monomorphic at locus Mvi24. Brown,pastel and wild mink populations had similar

allele frasuencies at loci MM24 and Mvi54, while aU these tîuee populations were
different for allele fiequericies at locus Mvil 11.
In summary, judging by the number of significant differences among populations

for aiiele fresuency distributions at various loci, the populations couid be classified into
two groups; black mink and non-black rnink (wild, b r m , and pastel). There is smaiier

number of Sgnificant differences in allele fresuencies within each category Oess than
60% of wrnparisons were significant), and iarger number of significant differences

between categories (more Uian 85%), as shown in the following summary table p b l e
4.2).

This classification is sensitive to probability level, and altered to some extent
when the probability level was set at 0.01 rather than 0.05. The number of signifimt

differences did not change in some sets of comparisons, such as in black vs pastel, and

pastel us wiid mink, while it changed substantially in other comparisons, such as in

brown vs pastel. This resulted in a higher fesolution of the differentiation among
populations. Comparing the populations based on the number of significant ciifferences in
ailele frequencies at 1% probability level resulted in three categories; coloured mink (no

signifiant didiference between pastel and brown), black herds (33% of the comparisons

were significant), and wild mink (see the foIlowing summary table). The largest
differences were observed between black and coloured rnink (96 and 82 % sig.

differences), followed by black and wild (75% sig. differences), and coloured and wild

mink (29 and 57 96).

. .

. .

of f
P < 0 . 0 5 PP0.01

Table 4.2:

Total
96 and nwnber of
% and number of
number of
signifïcant differênces signifiant differences
cornparisons atP<O.OS
at P <0.01

Population
Black herds

42

a%(22)

33% (14)

Black vs wild

28

89% (25)

7596 (21)

Black vs brown

28

86% (24)

û2% (23)

Black vs pastel

28

96% (27)

96% (27)

Brown vs paste1

7

43% (3)

096

7

43% (3)

29%

(2)

7

57% (4)

57%

(4)

Brown vs wild

(O)

1

Pastel vs wild

4.2. b. Genetic Distance
Estimates of Nei's genetic distance between black mink populations ranged from

0.074 (Ml and M3)to 0.132 (M2 and M4)(Table 4.20). Ml had the srnailest genetic
distances with every other black mink herd. The largest genetic distances were o b s e ~ e d
between pastel and black mink populations, ranging fiom 0.652 (M4)to 0.343 (Ml).

Genetic distances between black mink populations and brown were generally larger than
those between black rnink and wild mink. M4 had the largest genetic distances with nonblack rnink populations, followed by M2. Genetic distance between wild mink and pastel
(0.380) was larger than that between wild mink and brown (0.271).Brown and pastel
had a srnail genetic distance (0.096).

The overall picture that can be deduced fiom the matrix of Nei's genetic distances
is that black mink herds were closely related to each other, as were coloured rnink

popiitations, and these two categories were genetically remote h m each other. Wild
mink was more closely related to the black mi.& herds than to brown and pastel. This
was the same conclusion that was reached by cornparhg allele frequency distribution of
the populations.

Estimates of genetic distance based on Cavalli-Sforza's chord measure were all
s d e r than the correspondhg estimates based on Nei's formula (Table 4-21), but the
populations ranked similarly in the majority of cases based on these two methods.

4.2.c. Phylogenic Tree
The phylogenetic tree based on UPGMA method and Nei's genetic distance is
shown in Fig. 4.6. The four black rnink herds were ciustered together and fomed a
branch. Mink from Ml and M3 were the closest of the four herds forming the core of the
branch, which was expanded when M4 and M2 appended this wre. The wild mink joined
the black mink cluster, while brown and pastel fomed an entirely separate branch. This
tree topology indicates that wild rnink is genetically closer to black mi&

than to brown

and pastel.
The Neighbor-joining (Fig. 4.7) and Fitch-Margoliash (Fig. 4.8) algorithms
produced comparable tree topologies. The results indicate that the four black mink herds
diverged fkom each other more recently, followed by wild and brown mink. Pastel was
more remotely related to black mink than to brown and wild mink. Mink from M3 were
the closest of the black rnink herds to wild mink accordkg to both Neighbor-joining and

Fitch-Margoliaîh methods, while it was the most diverged herd of black mink h m the
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wild minlr using üPGMA method. The results of these three methods were basically the
same, and consistent with the findings of genetic distance and allele fresuency

distributions.

4.2.d. Assignment Test

BehKeen 66.2% (Ml)and 82.5% (M2) of black mink individuals were comtly

assigned to the population in which they were sampled (Table 4.22). Between zero and
13%of b h k mink h m various herds were assigned to other black mink herds, and

srnalier proportions were classified into non-black mink populations. None of the
individuais frorn M4 were assigned to any of the non-black mink populations. Only 4.4%
of M3 individu& were classified as wild mink and none to the other two populations,

and 7.5% of M2 individuals were assigned to brown and none to other non-black
populations. Srnail proportions of M l individuals were assigned to brown (1.3%). pastel

(2.6%) and wiid mink (1.396).
High proportions of brown (95 %), wild (9596) and pastel (80%)individuals were
correctly classified into their respective populations, and none to any of the black rnink

herds. None of the coloured mink was classified as wild mink, and 596 of wild mink
individuah were assigned to pastel. The pastel individuals had the highest overlap (20%)
with brown mink.
The results suggested a close relationship between pastel and brown populations,

and a large difference between these two populations with black mink herds and wild

mink. There was a considerable degree of overlap between black mink herds as weii.

Table 4.3:

. .

at freouenci%r in

1
Mvi24

1
2

139
141

.-

3

RRO

O
O
O
O
O
0.770 0.700 0.837 0.671 1.00
0.329 O
38
20

Mvi232 1
2

3
4
5
6
Mvi54 1
2
3
4
5
6

145
147
151
153
155
163
97
126
128
130
132
134

O
0.205
0.699
O
0.096
O
78
0.562
0.046
0.223
0.100
0.062
0.008

0.012
0.071
0.905
O
0.012
O
0.538
O
0.256
0.141
0.038
0.026

O
0.173
0.745
O
0.082
O
49
0.613
0.038
0.188
0.138
0.025
O

0.044
0.103
0.824
0.029
O
O
34
0.466
O
0.155
0.259
0.103
0.017

O
0.265
0.265
0.088
0.324
0.059
17
0.139
O
0.250
0.250
0.278

WM

0,050 O
0.950 1.00
O

O
70

O
0.275
0.375
0.050
0.175
0.125
70

0,300
O
0.075
0.325
0.300

0.Q83 O

20
0.025
O
0.975
O
O

P

u

0.004
0.808
O. 1Sg
0.001

O. 158
0.725
0.013
0.08 1

O

0.013

20
0.175
0.075
0.150
0.375
0.200

0.465
0.026
0.197
0.188
0.106

0.025 0 . u

Mvi87 1
2
3

78
80
82

39
29
18
70
20
0.234 0.047 0.469 0.645 0.050 0. 175 0.725 0.324
0.455 0.547 0.214 0.197 0.575 0,425 0.275 0.382
0.182
0.273 0.070 0.143 0,158 0.200 0.375 O
O
0.112

Mvi219 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

164
166
168
170
172
174
176
178

0.025
0.082
0.066
0.025
0.057
0.148
0.262
0.287

65

20

9

180

61

88
94

5

104

6
7

106
110

0.161
0.008
0.161
0.102
0.373
0.195
O

112

O

Mvi111 1
2
3
4

a

100

102

59

0.014
0.041
0.189
O
0.162
O
0.014
0.554
7
37
0.278
0.014
0.056
0.167
0.319
0.167
O

0.346
O
0.064
0.128
0.321
0.141
O

O

O

36

0.035
0.047
0.058
0.047
0.349
0.081
0,163
0.198

O
m

39

O
O
0.111 O
0.125 0.063
O
0.031
0.139 O
O
0.281
0.042 0.406
0.500 O
0.083m
36
16
0.158 0.211
0.053
O
0.237 0.158
0.158 0.500
0.316 0.026
0.132 0.053
O
O
O
O
19
f9

O
0,025
0,125
0.050
0.050
0. 125
0.300
0.150

O
O
O
0.075
0.100
0.225
0.150
0.325
0.175 0.m
13
20
0.289 0.350
0.026 O
0.026 0.200
0.421 O
0.237 O. 150
0.100
O
0.150
O
O
o.os0
19

10

0.015
0.056
0.092
0.028
0.139
O. 103
0.174
0.318
0,075

0.244
0.012
0.119
O. 187
0.291
0.137
0.007

0.002

Table 4.3.(cont.):
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Table 4.4:

.. .

..

.
Unwoled

Pooled
1s

Mvi24 Ml

+0.246
+0.533

Fis

+0.451
+OS9 1

0.07 16
0.0014
0.0091
0.0004

+0.246
+OS33
+0.451
+OS9 1

-0.027

1 .0000

4.027

0.6288
0.1255
0.1912
0.6929
0.0187
0.0060
0.7908

+0.063
+0.188
+0.221
+0.056
+O.164
+0.456
+0.039

0.6233
0.1143
O.1915
0.6872
0.0 175
0.0060
0.7198

+0.062
+O.188

0.0000
0.7142
0.0000
0.2251
0.0006
0,0043
0.0021

+OS00
+O.110
+0.368
+O. 173
+0.405
+0.292
+0.389

0.0000
0,7063
0.0000
0.2194
0.0001
0,0052
0.0016

+O. 173
+O.+0.292
+0.389

0.6227
0.2219
0.1905
1.0000
0.0000
0.0178
0.0093

+0.056
-0.005
+O.113
-0,137
+0.604
+0.362
+0.220

0.4977
0.0800
0.2038
1 .0000
0~0000
0.0413
0.0143

+0.052
+0.039
+O.110
4.137
+0.604
+0.359
+O.189

Mvi87 Ml

0.0000

0.0000

M2
M3
M4
PAS

0.0000
0,0000
0.0000
0,0006
0.0187
0.0002

+O.845
+0.%1
+0.618
+O554
+OS97
+0.479
+0.881

M2
M3
M4
PASI

0.0716
0.0014
0.0091
0.0004

-

BR0 1.0000
WML MviS4M1

M2
M3
M4
PAS
BR0

WM
Mvi219Ml
M2
M3

M4
PAS
BR0

WM
Mvi57 Ml

M2
M3
M4

PAS
BR0

WM

-

-

-

-

-

+0.221

+0.056
+O.164
+0.456
+0.034

+0.499
+O. 110

+0.365

0.0000

BR0
Wh4

0,0000

0.0000
0~0000

+0,845
+0,%1
+0.618
+0,m

0.0006

+OS97

0.0187
0.0002

+0.479
+0.881
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-

w

&

P Q ~ .pmbahiùtv
1s
Mvi.232 Ml 0.7549
+0,032
M2 1.0000
4,070
M.3 0.6232
-0.039
M4 0.1472
+0.061
PAS 0.0587
+0.238
BR0 0.3815
+O.MI5

-

0.0201
M2 0.4017
M3 0.0139
M4 0.0654
PAS 0.2544
BR0 0.8174
W M 0.9914

Mvil 11 Ml

O,Q205
l

k

Pooled

Unwoled
..

WM2

.

-

+0.095

4,080
+0.178
+0.213
+O.168

-0.210
-0.102

Fis

O. 7549
1.0000
0.6232
O. 1757
0.0791
O, 8565

+0.032
4.070
4.039
+O.OS3
+0.306
4.012

0.0212
0.4055
0.0139
0.0621
0.2490
0.8225
O .9724
01

+0.095

-

Population was rnonomorphic at this locus
Population was quasi-monomorphic at this locus

-

- 0.080
+O. 178
+0.213
+O. 168
4.210
-0.125

g

Table 4.5:

. .
5

Mvi24

0.357
(0-1 6 3

0.447 0.000
0.425 0.276
(0.174) (0.271) (0.143) (O.Oo0)

0.097
(0.386)

0.000
(0.000)

0.313
(0.049)

Mvi87

0.667
(0.036)

0.587 0.690
0.527 0.612 0.664
(0.127) (0-090) (0.267) (O.426) (O. 133)

0.409
(O A24)

0.705
(0.007)

M W

0.624
(0.138)

0.630 0.576
0.693 0.794
(O. 176) (0.270) (O. 159) (0.069)

0.727
(0.06s)

0.779
(0.143

0.698
(0,021)

(0.154)

0,178 0.413
0.313
(0.296) (0.284) (0.48 1)

0.766
0.754
(0.106) (0.130)

0.050
(0.220)

0.443
(0.058)

Mm19 0.816
(0.O33)

0.637 0.806
0.704
(0.238) (0.069) (0.2 17)

0.726 0.841
(0.186) (0,092)

0.810
(0.103)

0.822
(0.009)

Mvilll 0.767
(0.041)

0.773

(0.044) (0.059) (0,078)

0.693
0.699
(0.366) (O. 141)

0.821
(0.286)

0.790
(0.005)

0.318
0.626 0.640
(0.284) (0.094) (0.634)

0.785
(0.070)

0.777
(0.165)

0.824 0.711
(0.190) (0.027)

0.543
0.586
31
0.614
Variance of heterozygosities (~100)are show in brackets
2
Weighted arithmetic mean over al1 loci

0,651

Ma32 0.463

Mvi57

0.597
(O. 158)

0.747

0.798

0.498

0-633

Table 4.6: P a.i r.w i P a i r w i s eof
ie~
1 vs M
ob. V-b.

Mvi24
Mvi87
MvW
Mvi232
Mvi219
Mvilll
v157

0.479 0.489
0.757 0.384
0.004 0,947
10.244 0.001
3.819 0.051
0.003 0.954
0.075 0.785

0.805 0.370
0.073 0.787
0.242 0.623
0.3 17 0.573
0,015 0.901
0,057 0.812

3 YS M4
3
vs M4
V u Prob. Value Prob. Value Prob. V a , Pr&.

0.813 0.367
2.093 0.148
0.400 0.527
2.266 0.132
1.566 0.21 1
0.038 0.845
0.209 0.648 5.939 0.015

2.108 O. 147
1.055 0.304
0.249 0.618
6.0640.014
2.875 0.090
0.070 0.791
0.019 0.890

0,040 0.842
0.295 0.587
0.273 0.601
1.863 O. 172
0.378 0.539
0,019 0.889
5.659 0.017

2.681 0.102
2.408 0.121
0.967 0.325
0.869 0.351
1,101 0.294
O. 129 0.720
6.806 0,009

Table 4.7:

.
5
3 vs. W M
V

Mvi24 14.854
Mvi87
4.359
Mvi54
1.760
Mvi232 14.412
Mvi219 0.00s
Mvi111 9.059
7
3,241

0.001
0.037
0.185
0.001
0-967
0.808

Om2

Table 4.8:
n -

16.972
1.746
1.420
2.189
1.969
0.039
2.177.

0.161

0.843
0,141

7,509
0.343
0.572
19.621
2.829
0.333

0.006
0.558
0.449
0.001
0.093
0.564

2.378

0.127

1.415

0.234

Mvi24
Mvi87
Mvi54
Md32
Mvi219
Mvi111 0.403
i57
2431

0.022
0.424
0.526
0.119

vs. PAS
Value Prob.
11.854 0.001
0.033 0.855
1.555 0.212
18.183 0.001
0.374 0.541
0.399 0.528
1.511 Q.219

t

Value

Prob.

2.881
0.044
1.357
6.876
0.123
0.133

0.090
0.833
0.244
0.009
0.726
0.715
135 OB3

-comaanson
PAS
Prob.
0.002
0.643
O. 169

e

M3 vs. RRO

Prob.

0.017
0.980
0.388
0.018
0.785
0.565

1 vs.
Value
9.781
0.214
1.895
5.256
0.640

V&e
Prab,
17.904 0.001
0.736 0,391
0.483 0.487
6.075 0.014
0.7% 0.372
0.007 0,935

.

2 . 0 0 4 0 . 2

M2 vs. B R 0

V a

b

0,001
0.031
0,110
0.001
0,958
0.711

ob

5.712
0.001
0.746
5.618
0.074
0.331

Table 4.9:

U

10.417
4.651
2.550
10.789
0.003
0.138

of e

1v s . m

Mvi24
Mvi87
Mvi54
Mvi232
Mvi219
Mvil11

0.001
0.186
0.233
0.139

O.=

w

M4 vs.
V u Prob ,
8.251 0.004
1,018 0.313
0.077 0.781
10.183 0.001
1.380 0.240
0.388 0.533
9.916 0 . 0 2

betw3 vs.
Vab
10.417
0.390
2.678
6.456
0.461
0.176
1.350

PAS
Prob.
0.001
0.532
0.102
0.011
0.497
0.675
0.245

w brown

4v

V u
17.904
0.380
0.590
9.569
0.018
0.450

m
ob,

0.001
0.538
0.443
0.002
0.894
0.503

9.959 0 . a

Table 4.10:

o

h

-

Table 4-11: Cornoanson of

of

Table 4.12: CornDanson of

of different

a

Ml
M2
M3
M4

BR0
S

0,084

-

-

3
0.550
0.292

-

v

m over
4

0.057
0.791
0.206

-

-

PAS

0,350
0.034
0.191
0.024

-

0.889
O. 176
0.584
0.128
0.532

- -

0,026
0.400
0.091
0.552
0.01 1
0.m

Table 4.13: w e d

of

at

PAS
0.000
0.250
0.667
0.588
0.438

0.579
0.316
0,404

0 3 8

0.419

0.395 0.504

0.370

0.417

A Weighted arithmetic mean over al1 loci

Table 4.14: 1
at
1

3

Mvi24 2.188
9.098**
khi87 106.92S5* 65.930f*
MviS4 0.419
2.238
Mvi232 0.068
0.043
0.749
Mvi219 49.440f*
Mvi111 1.620
O. 809
7 -0.324
0.01
+ p<o.r
* p<0.05
** p <0.01

3 .97Sf
37.336**
2.559
0.052
18.781**

3.240+
0.954

4

1 1 .724"

1 91 7
O. 194
0.057
2.354
2.801
0.203

PAS

0.000
10.791**
1 .570
2.647
5.847*
1.O93
19.194**

BR0
0.001
0.000
8. 19îf * 13.832"
9.335"
0.098
0.002
0.000
6.659** 9.724**
2.067
0.489
7.327*t 3.012+

Table 4.15:

ffo
vs IU2
b SE

Md24 0.331 0.007

1vsm

-SE
0.232 0.007
0.000 o*oOO
0.477 0.01 1
0,738 0.007
0.000 0.000
0.015 0.003

l@vs_MQ
Prob SE
0.1450.006
0.000 0.000
0.050 0.004
0.129 0.006
0,000 0.000
0.669 0.009

M2vsU

2vsM4

M3vsM4

E

E

0.732 0.005 0.0160.002
0 . m 0,000 0.000 0.000
0.156 0.008 O. 141 0.009
0.281 0.007 0.433 0 . W
0.342 0.010 0.000 0.000
0.157 0.008 0.042 0.003
0.019 O , a M - o J Q Q $ , Q Q Q
A In tûis and the following four tables. the pmbability of sample homogeueity and its standard
error are shown for each cornparison.
* In this and the following four tables, the rare alleles were pooled before the analysis.

Mvi87 0.000 0.000
MvW 0.517 0.012
Mvi232 0.000 0.000
Mvi219 0.ûûû 0.000
Mvi111 0.091 0.007

Table 4.16:sn-

Table 4.17:

. .

0.0470.003
0.000 0.000
0.742 0.008
0.018 0.002
0.0000.000
0.891 0.005

of

b e e t w w wild &

of allele

b

e

t

w

m bandm

off

Table 4.18:

f

at
1 vs.- P

Mvi24
Mvi87
Mvi54

Md32
Mvi219
Mvi111
57

b.
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

SE
0.000
0.000
0,000
0.000
0.OOO
0.000
0.000 0.000

BR0 vs PAS

M a 4
Mvi87
MviS4
Mvi232
Mvi219
Mvi111

0.492
0.015
0.093
0.510
0.082
0.013

0,002
0.002
0,005
0.006
0,007
0,002

0.0 13

0.001

vs. PAS

SE
0.000
0.073
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

RRO vs- W M
Prob.
SE
0.4%
0.500

0.199
0.000

0.069
0.000

0.002
0.000
0.009
0.000
0.006
0.000

M3 ys. PAS
ob. SE
0.005 0.001
0,000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000

PAS vs. W M
ob. SE
1.000
0.000
0.514
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.540

-

0.000

0.008
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.008

0.000
0,000
0.02
0.000
0.000
0.001

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0*000
0.000

0.000

0.000

. .

Table 4.20: NePs

PAS

Ml
M2
M3
M4

BR0
S

0.08 1

-

-

-

-

Table 4.21:

0.074
O. 120

0.095
O, 132
O, 104

-

0.2 18
0.338
0256
0.386

-

-

-

-

-

M2
M3
M4

BR0

-

0.251
0.300
0,164
0.226
0.271
0.380

1
BR0
0. 102
O. 144
O. Il7
O. 149

3

Ml

0,343
0.479
0.408
0,652
0.0%

0.051

-

0.027
0.052

0.054
0.063
0.06 1

-

-

-

-

-

PAS
0.14
0.192

-

0,166

0.138
0.173
0.124

0.237
0.061

0.153

0.150

hdh&

Table 4.22:Wof the 7
1

Ml
M.2
M3
M4
BR0

PAS

66.2
2.5
8.9
3.O
O
O
O

7.8
82.5
6.7
12.1
O
O
O

3
7.8
O
71.1
9.1
O
O
O

4

13.0
7.5
8.9
75.8
O
O
O

Go-)

B R 0 PAS
2.6
1.3
O
7.5
O
O
O
O
5.0
95.0
20.0 80.0
O

5.0

1.3
O
4.4
O
O
O
95.0

77
40
45
33
20

20
20

Figure 4.1. Scatterplot showing the expected hetemzygosity/locus/ppulation vs
the number of alleles~ocuslpopulation(the line indicates the diagonal
of the plot).

Figure 4.2. Scatterplot showing the expected locus heterozygosity vs the number of
dleles/locus

O. 1

0.2

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Obsetved locus Heterozygosity

O. 7

0.8

Figure 4.3. Scatterplot showing the expected locus heterozygosity vs the observed
locus heterozygosity (the fine indiates the diagonal of the plot).

0.36

0.41

0.46

0.51

0.56

0.61

0.66

observed heterozygosity

Figure 4.4. Scatterplot showing the expected population heterozygosity vs observed
population heterozygosity (the line indicates the diagonal of the plot).

Figure 4 S. Scatterplot showing the expected heterozygosity/locus/population vs
observed heterozygosityAocuslpopulation (the line indicates the diagonal
of the plot).

1 u

Figure 4.6. UPGMA dendogram based on Nei's genetic distance. The length of
branches is show (~1000)

PAS

un61
i2

lm
-77

-31 BR0
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PAS

Figure 4.7. Neighbor-joining dendogram deriveci fkom Ne? s genetic distance. The
length of branches are shown (~1000).
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Figure 4.8. Fitch-Margoliash dendigram based on Nei 's genetic distance. The
length of branches are shown (~1000).
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Intrapopuiation Genetic Variability

Genetic variability within populations was measured as the level of polymorphisrn
at micmsaîellite Ioci and

heterozygosity. Test of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, dong

with estimates of F, and the difierences between observeci and expected hetemzygosities
were used to explore the breeding structure of the wiîd mink and genetic consequences of

the mating systems employed by the mi& ranchers.

5.1. a. Ailele Frequency Distribution and Polymorphism

The number of alleles generated at each locus ( h m 3 to 10) and the average
number of alleles per locus (6.57) indicates considerable levels of polyrnorphism in the
populations studied (Table 4.3). The number of alleles at microsatellite loci and the

average number of alleles per locus, as measures of variation within populations, is
biased upward, because only polymorphic loci were used. Genetic variability of the

structural genes, particularly those loci controllhg hr quality traits, is certainly smailer
than those for microsatellites, as a result of intense selection. Polymorphism at
microsateIlite loci is, however, an indication of the level of genetic variability of the

populations studied.

Species

shee~
Pigs
Black bears
Polar bears
Canine
Gray wolves (7 groups)
Coyotes (7 groups)
A red wolves
Golden jackals
Atlantic Cod
Cattle

Number
Average No.
of loci tested alleles/locus

9

3.6

376
4
8
20
10
10
10
10

5.8

5
17

6.3
6.5
5.0
3.4-6.4
4.9-6.9
5.3
4.8
32.6
10.6

Reference

Bancroft et al. 1995
Rohrer et al. 1994
P;ietkau & Strobeck, 1994
Paetkau et al. 1995
Ostrander et al. 1995
Roy et ai. 1994
n

n

W

88

n

Il

Ruzzante et al. 1996
Ciampolini et al. 1995

There is no published information on the level of polymorphism at microsateIlite
loci in mink with which to compare these results. Although the level of polymorphism
and maximum number of alleles per locus is the characteristic of individual microsatellite

loci, they are expected to decline as inbreeding accumulates in a population and genetic
variability is diminished. The number of alleles generated and the average number of

aileles per locus in this study was,however, within the range of values reported for
microsatellite loci in other species (Table 5. l), indicating that the genetic variability has
not ken exhausted in the ranched mink. This conclusion is further supported by the fact
that the average number of alleles per locus in the ranched mink populations (4.14 to
5.14) was generaüy larger than that in the sample of wild mi& (4.43, Table 4.3). In

fact, while the wild rnink was monomorphic at Mvi232, two alleles were segregating at
high frequencies in the black rnink herds at this locus (Table 4.3). Likewise, there were
only two aiieles at loci Md32 and Mvi87 in wild mink,but three to four alleles were

found in black

herds at these loci.

The high levels of polymorphism in ranched rnink populations can be attributed to
the k t that they onginated from 3 to 5 subspecies of wild mink (Dunstone 1993), and

there has been continuous gene flow from other ranches. The average number of alleles
per locus in Ml and M2 ranches was large, perhaps due to the fact that 13 males and 203

pregnant females were imported h m one United States (US) ranch to Ml during 17
years, and 19 males and 129 pregnant females fiom three breeding ranches in the US
were imported to M2 between 1987 and 1993. The M4 ranch purchased a smaller

number of breeding animals, only 44 males and 40 pregnant females between 1982 and
1992, although they onginated h m 4 ranches in the US and h m M2. In addition,

microsatellite loci have high mutation rates (Levinson and Gutman 1987; Harding et al.
1993), and polymorphism is not expected to rapidly decline by seleetion because they are

predorninantly unlinked with structural genes.

5.1 .b. Heterozygosity

The amount of heterozygosity is the most commonly used masure of genetic
variation in a population. Heterozygosity represents a biologically usehl quantity,
because inaivduals in a diploid species are either heterozygous or homozygous at a given
locus*
An average expected heterozygosity (Hd of 0.633 over ali populations and loci

indicates a rather large level of genetic variability within these popuiations. Again, there
is no published information on the level of polymorphism at microsatefite loci in mink
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for cornparison, but this estimate falls within the range of values (0.2 1 to 0.87) reported
for microsatellite loci in various iivestock species and natucal populations (Table 5.2).

These findings are in agreement with the report of Farid et al. (1994) who used
miniSateUite DNA f i n g e r p ~ t i n gand reported the heterozygosities of two mink ranches

in Nova S c ~ t i ato be 0.51 and 0.53, and concluded that there is a considerable level of
heterozygosity in the black mink herds in this province.
Table 5.2.

e
e
-nl

No.
loci

Species

wasp

5
2

Pied flycatchers
Brown trout
Toad
Gray woives (7 groups)
Coyotes (7 groups)
Red wolves
Jxkals
(NfW
Bears (continental)
Polar bears
Honey bees
SNH wombat
NEDI wombat
Atlantic cod

2
3
1
10
10
10
10
4

Bani swallows

4
8
12
16
16

5

H,

Reference

Choudhary et al. 1993
Ellegren 1992
Euegren 1992
Estoup et al. 1993
Scribner et al. 1994
Roy et al. 1994
Roy er al. 1994
Roy er al. 1994
Roy et al. 1994
Paetkau and Strobeck 1994
Paetkau and Strobeck 1994
Paetkau et al. 1995
Estoup et al. 1995
Taylor et al. 1994
Taylor et al. 1994
Ruzzante et al. 1996

ofmn>ulations:
Despite rnany years of intense selection for fur quality traits, liriebreedîng, and

positive assortative mating, the black mink herds have rnaintained rather high levels of
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heterozygosity, as demonstratecl by the high HEestirnates, ranging between 0.531 in M4

and 0.608 in Ml (Table 4.5). The rather high Ievels of heterozygosity of b k k minL
could be the result of th& diverse source, originating Born 3 to 5 subspecies (Dunstone

1993), and of gene flow h m other ranches with different d e l e frequency distributions.
These estimates were not different between ranches (TabIe 4-12)?perhaps as a result of
comparable breeding strategies, and hybridization with anirnals from the same sources.
The somewhat higher HEof Ml compared to that in MZ and M4 (P <O. 10, Table 4.12)

wuld be due to the substantiaily larger number of breeding stock imported h m a ranch

in the US, which took place almost every year between 1982 and 1992. The absence of
linebreeding in this ranch could also have contributeci to its higher heterozygosity.
The numencal value of HEin the sample of wiid mink was the smallest among all
the populations studied (0.498,Table 4 3,
although significantly different only fiom that

in M l and the brown rnink Fable 4.12). One possible explanation for the small HEin the
wild mink is the difference in sampling methods between the wild and ranched mink.

Although the area where the wild mink were trapped was rather large (40 km2), it could

have b e n occupied by only 14 males, since the territory of each male cm extend up to
2.79 km2(Dustone 1993). The mink occupying this area rnight have ken related to each
other, and thus the sample may not have been representative of the wild mink population

in eastern Canada. The ranched mink, on the other hand, were unrelated to each other
for at least one generation.
Heterozygosity in pastel and brown mink was expected to be smaller than that in

the black mink herds, because these colored mink herds have been closed for
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approximately 15 and 7 years, re~pectively,md had been kept in smaller herd sizes than
those in Ml,M2 and M4. The signiticantly higher HEin brown mink than that in M2,

M4 and wiid rnink could be explained by the fact that brown rnink are sometimes
produced by crossing brown with other color phases to produœ new fur cuiors (Hansen

et d. 1989, and perhaps to expand their genetic base and avoid inbreeding. Although
this method had not been practiced with the mink amples used in this study, the high

genetic variability could have possibly carried over from the prevîous crossings. Brown
and pastel pelts are u s d y sold at a lower price than black mink pelts and one of the

main reasons that ranchers maintain these strains of mink is their vigor and higher
reproductive performance cornpared with black mi& (Nes et aZ. 1988). The higher
reproductive pefiormance of the brown and pastel could be a refleztion of their higher
genetic variability. Conversely, the higher genetic variability of the coIored mink could

be the result of their higher reproductive performance, which results in less intense
selection pressure and lower drift.
Heterozygosity, like any other estimate of population parameters, is affected by
sarnpling mor. A small sample may not be the representative of the ailele count in a

population. Sarnpiing error was smalier in black mink than that in the colored and wild
minL because of the larger sample sizes taken from the former herds.

There is no indication that heterozygosities were overestimated in this shidy. If
anythhg, these could be somewhat underestimated because of several reasons:
i. Misidentification of the allelic States: Slipped s t m d mispairhg of short tandem

iepeats (Tau& ef al. 1986; Luty et al. 1990) and terminal tramferase activity of T q
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DNA polymerase (Clark 1988) during PCR amplification resuits in a Series of bands in

some loci. These bands appear as stutter on a gei, and may result in misidentification of
the alleles. The tendency is u s d y toward scorulg a heterozygote as a homozygote

because the second aliele rnight be concealed by stutters, pareicularly if the two alleles
ciiffer by a few base pairs.

fi. -ce

of the 'nuil' alleles: Nuil alleles can be produced by poor

amplification of one of the aileles due to nucleotide changes at one of the primer sites and
ampfification of only one allele (Callen et al. 1993), resulting in an underestimation of
heterozygotes.
iii. Selection: Although microsatellites are mostiy selectively neutral, possible

linkage between a microsatellite locus and a gene of economic importance in ranched
mink or a gene that controls adaptation and survival in wild mink, could decrease

heterozygosity in some of the microsatellite loci.

Large and signifiant differences between loci within each population for HE(by
at least 0.45, Table 4.5), and between loci when pooled data over populations were used

(0.313 to 0.822, Table 4.5), which were significantly different in most cases (Table
4.1 l), imply that the forces that create and retain genetic variability have distinctive
effects on different loci. HEis the function of the number of alleles and their relative
frequencies, and its value increases as the number of alieles in each locus increases, as
was the case in the present work (Figures 4.1 and 4.2).

The maximum value of HEfor a locus with any number of alleles is attained when
dietes have qua1 frequencies.

In a locus with two aiieles (x and 1-x) in a population at

Hardy-Weinburg equilibrhm, heterozygosity is HE=2x(l-x) . Sethg the derivative of
this equation equd to zero and solvïng for x:

dPx(1-x)]/dx =d[2x-2x2)]Idx =d(2x)/dx-d(2x~/dx=2-2(2x) =2-4x =O

4x=2 and x=OS
Likewise, maximum HEin a locus with k alleles occurs when x,=x,=.. =q, and
thus %=Mc. H,=(l-Cki,,~=l-(x2+x2+..+x~=1-k(x~=1-k(llk)2=l-(lk)=(k-l)/k.

The following table (Table 5.3) shows the maximum values of HEin a population at
Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium at loci with different number of alleles (k). This table
indicates rhat heterozygosities of more than 90%can be attained in a population at
Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium when a locus has 10 or more alleles.

Table 5.3. w

r of

-.sucol

v-

Differences in the number of d e l e s and thek relative frequencies among loci

were the cause of deviations in HEamong populations at each locus, and among loci in

each population. In the present study, for example, there were two loci each with six
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alleles, Mvi232 and Mvi54 cable 4.3), but the former locus had a sigdicantly lower HE

(0.443)than the latter (0.698, Tables 4.5 and 4.1 1). The difference in HEbetween these
two loci was the riesuit of their âifTerences in relative allele fresuencïes. Mvi232 had one

alïele with very high fresuency ('Mvi232"'=0.725) whiie other alleles had srnail
Frequenties (O. 158 to 0.001). In contrast, alleIe frequencies at locus Mvi54 were more

uniform, ranging h m 0.465 to .O 17, which resulted in a higher HEat Mvi54 than that at
Mvi232. Likewise, locus Mvi87 had a higher HEthan expected from its number of aileles
(4) as show in Figure 4.2. because of small ciifferences among allele frequencies at this
locus (0.32to 0.1 12, Table 4.3). The number of alleles and allele frequency, in tum,
depends on several factors:
i-Mutation rate: It has been shown that microsatellite loci have different mutation
rates. Mutation mtes in h e e mouse microsatellite loci were 2x IO'^, 1 . 2 1@
~ and 4.7~10'

(Dailas 1992). Weber and Wong (1993) reportai mutation rates in 28 micfosateiiites in

human to range From 8 x 10' to 1 . 7 ~

Although there is evidence that large stretches of

DNA repeats are less stable than shorter ones (Valdes et al. 1993), and it has been

postulated that longer repeats are prone to have higher mutation rates,no relationship
between mutation rates and number of repeats has so fa.been reported (Valdes et al.

1993). The smallest allele sizes in the present study were observed at locus Mvi87,
ranging between 78 and 84 bp, with only four deles, whiie locus Mvi219 had the livgest

aliele sizes (164 to 180) with nine alleles, indicating a positive relationship between the
d e l e size and the number of aileles. This relationship was not, however, observed in

other loci. The aiiele size at locus Mvi57 with the largest number of deles (10) ranged
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between 90 and 110, while the size of alleles at locus Mvi24 with only three aiieles was
between 139 and 143. Plaschke et al. (1995) found a small correlation (r=0.55) between
the number of aileles and the average number of repeats in 23 wheat microsatellites. It
should be noted that the ailele sires are not exactly the same as repeat numbers. Thmust be other mechanisms involveû in causing differential rates of mutation among
various microsateIlite loci. Estoup et d. (1993) studied microsateIlite loci in honey bees
and concluded that mutations followed the infinite allele model. A newly fomed allele

would have a small frequency, and thus those loci that are prone to have a higher rate of
mutation are expected to have large number of alleles, many with low frequencies.
ii-Selection: The presence of a Linkage between a microsatellite locus and a gene under
natural or artificial selection would result in a smaller number of alleles each with a high

fresuency, and thus a reduction in heterozygosity.
iii-Drift and population subdivision: Subdividing a population into lines and

families could result in a few alleles each with high frequencies in some loci, due to drift
and fixation. Using a small number of males would have a similar effect on the number
of aileles and allele frequencies, causing differences among loci.
iv. Inaccuracies in genotyping: This could be a result of stutters on a gel, which
may cause misidentification of the alleles. The degree of s t u t t e ~ gvaried from locus to
locus in this experiment, but did not obstnict accurate s c o ~ of
g the gels. The only
exception was Mvi57, which was somewhat difficult to score as a result of stutters.
Although this locus had the largest number of alleles (IO), estimates of HEof this locus
in different populations were within the range of values for other loci.
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v. Sarnpling emr: Statistid sampling, Le., individuais that were included in the
sample, is not expezted to cause differences in HEarnong loci, because genotypes of the

same animals were detefmined in dl loci under investigation. Mendelian sampling,
however, could have played a mie in differences in dieie fkequencies and HEamong
loci. Mendelian sampling could change allele frequencies h m parental to the filial

generation, and its effect is more pronounced when population size is small or when it is
subdivided into lines.

The estimate of H,over all populations and loci was 0.4 17 (Table 4.13),

indicating that a randomly selected microsatellite locus in a randomly selected individual
has a 41 -7% chance of king heterozygous. This estimate is within the range of values
reportai in the literature for various species (Table 5.2). The H,of populations averaged

over all loci ranged between 0.370 in wild rnink to 0.504 in brown mink (Table 4.13).

The H,in wild mink is close to that reported in wasps (0.38, Choudhary et al. 1993,
Table 5.2), but is smaller than those reported in other species.

Estimates of observed and expected heterozygosities were positively wrrelated

(Figures 4.3,4.4 and 4.5). The observation that HEwas larger than H,in the majority of
comparisons, and significantly different in 18 of the 49 pairwise comparisons (Table
4. M),suggests an excess of hornozygous individuais compared with Hardy-Weinburg

proportions, i.e., individual animals were inbred to some degree (Scribner et al. 1994).

These findings conformed with the results of tests for Hardy-Weinburg equilibnum and

F, values (Table 4.4). In cases where populaîions significantly deviated from RardyWeinburg equilibnum at a locus, it was aiways associated with a positive Fm,which also

i n d i d an excess of homozygous individuals and some degree of inbreeding (Wright
1978).
Two of the ranches (Ml and M4) have been practicing linebfeeding which resdts
in phenotypic and genetic uniformity, reduction of genetic variability within lines, and
the accumulation of inbreeding. An increase in inbreeding and genetic uniformity within

hes is associateci with an increase in divergence among lines due to random genetic drift
and ciifferences in direction of selection, causing a shift in total genetic variability fiom

within h e s to among h e s (Nei 1965; Falconer 1981). Positive assortative rnating
(breeduig bat-to-best) has been practiced on all the f m s . This mating scheme tesulu in
the creation of distinct families, and the accumulation of inbreeding within families,

because mates are likely to have descended from one or a few "superior" individuals.
Although ail the ranchers have avoided mating between closely related individuals
(parent-offspring, half and full-sibs), matings between more distant relatives could not

have been avoided because only one or two generations of relationships were taken into

consideration, and thus the accumulation of inbreeding under positive assortative mating
is unavoidable (Pirchner 1969).
It is weii established that the avoidance of mating among closely relateci
individuals has a minor effect on the level of heterozygosity and inbreeding, and that
variance of family size and male to femaie ratio play more important roles in the rate of
accumulation of inbreeding and homozygosity (Falconer 1981). For a given population
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size and male to fernale ratio, keeping the variance of family size (VJ equai to zero,i.e.,
selecting one male and one female h m each dam and sire family, has the highest eflect

on effective population size (NJ and rate of inbreeding (AF). In such cases,

AF =(XQN,,,)+(l/XNJ, where N, and N,are the number of males and fernales
respectively. When males and females are selected at random, (randomiy seiected pairs,
Vk=2), and AF =(U8N3 +(l/8NJ (Falconer 1981). In the mink industry, male to

female ratio is approximately 1 :4.5, and there is Little variation among mkk ranches for

this ratio due to econornic considerations (keeping as few males as possible to cut the
production cost) and biological reasons (one male cannot breed with more than 10 to 15

f e d e s without jeopardizing the conception rate). Therefore, the expected rate of
inbreedllig for a mink herd with Nf females, and thus N, =N44.5 males, is:

L\F=(1/8N~+(1/8Nf)=(4.5/8Nf)+(1/8Nf)=5.5/8Nf
(randomly select& pairs,

v, -2)
AF=(3/32NJ+(1/32Nf) =(13.5/32Nf)+(1/32NJ= 14.5/32Nf(V,=O)

AF for a herd of 100 females, for example, would be 0.00687 and 0.00453 for randomly
selected animals or when the variance of farnily size is zero, respectively.
Putting a great emphasis on fur quality traits with moderate to high hentabilities
(Kenttamies and Viiva 1988), implies that many of the potential parents of the next

generation would be related to a few anirnals with superior fur quaüty traits, which

inflates the variance of family size much more than 2, which is expected under random
seleetion of males and females, and would result in a reduction of Neand an inflation in

AF of more than 5.5/8NP Positive assortative mating firther increases AF, depending on
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the genetic relationships between mates. Consequentty, inbreeding is unavoidable in the

mink industry under the existing selection and mating systems.

The existence of both large amounts of heterozygosity and an excess of
homozygosity sounds inconsistent. The reason for these apparently contradictory results

is attributable to linebreeding and positive assortative mating employed by the fur
industry. Continuous flow of genetic materials h m outside sources has increased
hetemzygosity by introducing new alleles into the herds. Imported individuals have been
used in one of the two ways. depending on the farm: Fust, the imported mink wexe used

in a closed line to evaluate their potential, such as in F m s 1 and 4. Lines were kept as
long as their performances were up to the breeden' expectations. Second, the imported

mi& were bred with a random sample of mink. If descendants of these animals had high
quality fur, they were selected and eventually bred to each other. which could happen
when positive assortative mating is practiced. The consequences of these mating systems
are the creation of distinct lines or families. Pastel, brown and wild mink had an excess
of homozygosity at 4, 4 and 3 loci, respectively. Inbreeding as a result of closing these

herds, and positive assortative mating could be the reasons for the excess of
homozygosity in colored mink. Homozygosity in the wild mink could be the result of

breeding between related males and fernales occupying an area.
When a population is divided into several subpopulations mes),ailele frequency
distributions may differ arnong lines after a few generations solely because of random
genetic drift. When samples are taken from k distinct lines (or subpopulations) each in

Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium, but with different allele frequencies, the mean

heterozygosity of the pooled sample at a locus with two alleles (II) decreases by 202,

w

b d is the vafiance of the gene f'hquencies of the iines, i.e., ~=2p'q'[l-(d/p'qt)l.

which is known as Wahlund' s formula (Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer 1971). 0' = (Zpi2/k)pg2,where p' is the average gene frequency in the pooled data @' =Xp&), q' = 1-p' and

p, is the allele frequency of the ia line. When there are more than two aileles in a locus,
the decline in heterozygosity is no longer quai to 202 (Nei 1965). The deficiency of

hetmzygotes, curnpared with that expected from Hardy-Weinburg proportion, could
thus be the result of the differences in allele fresuencies between the lines caused by
random genetic drift aione. In addition to random genetic drift, intense selection and
positive assortative mating would accelerate the accumulation of homozygosity and
inbreeduig. Differences among hes or fimilies gradualiy increase, and while

populations as a whole possess high levels of genetic variability, most of that resides
among Lines or families.
More emphasis was put on HEthan H, in this shidy because the former is a more
accurate measure of a population heterozygosity than the latter due to severai reasons

(Nei and Roychoudhury 1974b):

i. HEhas a smailer variance than b.

ii. The genotype frequencies rnay deviate from Hardy-Weinburg proportions due
to sampling error at the time of fertilizatïon (Mendefian sampling). This deviation could
be considerable when population size is smaiI. Generally, gene frequencies are more
stable than genotype frequencies in a finite population.

5. Some genotypes, particularly in the homozygous state, may have a strong
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e f f a t on the sumival rates of individuals during the embryonic stage and early @od

of

developrnent, pnor to sampling. The proportion of hetemzygotes would be distorted at
the loci that are under such selection pressures, and at those linked with such loci.

Consequently, the observeci genotypic proportions wouid no longer correspond to the
theoreticai expectation of heterozygosity.
iv. If a population is divided into subpopulations (lines, families), inbreeding will

accumulate within subpopulations, and the proportion of heterozygotes is a poor rneasure
of the genetic heterozygosity of a population as a whole. The breeding stratepies used by
the rnink industry, which creates subpopulations, was the main reason for using HEin

this study.
In most randorn breeding nahiral populations, the magnitude of Hoand HEare

enpected to be comparable. Population subdivision and inbreeding (Wahlundtseffect),
however, would result in a considerable difference between the two estimates. Larger
values of HEthan H,have been reported in 16 groups of gray wolves, coyotes, red
wolves and jackals (Roy er ol. 1994), and wasps (Choudhary et al. 1993), as summarued

in Table 5.2.

The equation for HEhas b e n derived under the assumption that genotype
frequencies are at Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium, which was not a valid assumption in this

study, at least for some loci (Table 4.4). Because the objective of this study was to
estirnate the genetic variability of populations irrespective of how selection, mating

system and other factors influenced allelic frequencies, HE is superior over &, although
the populations were not always in Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium (Nei and Roychoudhury

1974b). HE in such a case is the probability of non-identity of two randomly chosen

alleles, and has been d e d heterozygosity index or gem diversity (Nei and
Roychoudhury IV&).

The heterozygosity of a population is the average heterozygosity of ail individuals
in a population (assumed to be infinite) over ail loci (assumed to be infinite). A random

sample of individuals and a random number of loci are tested to estimate the
heterozygosity of each population. Therefore, heterozygosity in a population has two
components (Nei and Roychoudhury 1974a,b; Nei 1978):

i-heterozygosity of aU individuals in a population at each locus
ii-heterozygosity of a specific individual over all loci
With regard to one locus, each individual is either homozygous or heterozygous.
When k loci are considered, each individual could be heterozygous for 0, 1, 2,

...k loci,

and average heterozygosity of each individual over k loci takes the values O, llk, 2lk,

..

klk. When n individuals are sampled, locus heterozygosity takes the values O, lln, 2/n,

Individual

Locus heter.
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In a sample of size n, heterozygosity of the jth locus in the ith individuai is Y-.

The estirnaîe of mean heterozygosity in a population over k loci is then:
A=(l/nk)Cai,,Ckj,, E$ =(l/k))X;,, Hmj
Where H j is the estimate of heterozygosity of the jL locus. The sampling variance of

heterozygosity over k loci is VOI) =V(HJlk =H&l-W/nk, assuming thaf heterozygosity

at different loci are not conelated, which is a vaüd assumption unless loci are at linkage
disequilibrium (Nei and Roychoudhury l974a).

The variance, like the mean heterozygosity, has two components, that due to
variation in heterozygosity among individuals in each locus, and that due to variation in
heterozygosity of each individual among loci. The distributions of these two components
are quite different. Individual heterozygosity has a fairly normal distribution, taking the

values Olk, llk, 2/k,...Wk, where k is the number of loci. I s u s heteroygosity (Y)
has a reverse J-shaped distribution when ail loci in an individual are considered (Nei and

Roychoudhury 1974b). The reverse J-shaped distribution is the result of many
monornorphic and a relatively small number of highly polymorphic loci. In the case of
microsatellites, however, where on1y polymorphic loci are considered, the observed
distribution is no longer reverse J-shaped. The rnean heterozygosity for both of these
distributions is the same, but the variance among individual heterozygosities is usually
much smaller than that for locus heterozygosities, because the heterozygosity clifferences
among loci are large, particularly when monornorphic loci are included in the analysis
(Nei and Roychoudhury 1974a; Nei 1978).

Using individuals with complete genotypes at aIl the 7 loci, the percentages of

individuals heterozygous at O to 7 loci in this study were 0.022, 0.118,0.368, 0.324,
0.140, 0.029, 0.0 and 0.0, respectively, in the enîire data set. This distribution is
symmetnc when the zero to 5 heterozygous loci are considered. This distribution
suggests that the chance that a randomly seIected individual will be heterozygous at 2 or

3 (or homozygous at 5 or 4) of the 7 loci is 69.2%. The distribution of individual
heterozygosity is in agreement with the finding that some degree of inbreeding exisîed in
these populations.

The variance of heterozygosity among loci is useful when one is interested in
evaluating the reliability of heterozygosity estirnates on these loci as a sample from all
loci in the genome. The variance of heterozygosity of individuals is usefbl when one is
interested in the estimate of heterozygosity of the total population (Nei and

Roychoudhury 1974a; Nei 1978). Because variation among loci is generally greater than
the variation among individuals, Nei (1978) suggested that when an accurate estimate of

heterozygosity of a population is desired, with a constant number of detenninations, it is
best to examine more loci in fewer individuals, rather than few loci and larger number of

individuais. In the case of zoo animals and rare breeds, where only a few individuals are

available, a fairly good estirnate of heterozygosity couid be obtained by examining a

large number of loci. Large differences among loci in HEin the present work, which
substantiate Nei (1978)'s suggestion implies that using a large number of loci would
improve the accuracy of heterozygosity (or inbreeding) estirnates of a population. Only
seven loci were genotyped in this study, because the primer sequences of only nine mink

rnimsateiüte loci had been detefmined at the time (O'Conneii et al. 1996). Two of these

loci did not amplify properly, producing stutters which interfered with the accurate
sco~g
of the aileles, and were subsequently dropped.

5.1 .c. Hardy-Weinberg Eqdibrium

Almost half of the population-locus subclasses deviated h m Hardy-Weinberg

proportions (HWP), and excess homozygosity (positive F& was the reason in every case
Fable 4.4). Deviation from HWP wuld be due to severai factors:
i. Samphg emr: When the sample size is smali, it is possible that the individuals

in the samples are not representative of the allele counts in the populations. In order to
sarnple as rnany alleles as possible, individuals that were unrelated for one generation

were used in the black and colored rnink. These individuals, however, might have been
related to each other if the pedigree had b e n üaced back farther. The sample sizes of

biack mink populations were large, ranging between 40 in M4 and 78 in Ml. Therefore,
it is unlikely that sampling error played a signifiant role in the deviation of black mink

herds h m HWP.Wild and colored mink had smaller sample s k , which could have
contributed to the observed deviation fiom HWP.
If sampling error was the major cause for deviation from HWP, it is expected that
al1 loci in a population would be in disequilibnum, and it is unlikely that sampling error
causes only certain loci to be in disequilibnum in most populations. All populations

deviated h m HWP at Locus Mvi87 while ail conforrned with H W P at locus Mvi232. It
seems that deviation from KWP is a characteristic of a locus rather than the attribute of a

population and its breeding structure. When sarnpling e m r is the cause of

disequilibrium, loci with a higher number of alleies would be more likely to be in

dise~uilibriumUian loci with a lower number of deles. This was not obsewed in our
&ta

either, as locus Mvi87, with 4 alleles, deviatcd h m HWP in al1 populations, while

locus Mvi232, with six deles, confonned with HWP in all the populations. In addition,
most populations deviated h m HWP at locus Mvi24, with 3 alleles, while only four
populations conformed with HWP at locus Mvi57, with 10 alleles. It should be noted that
the fulfilment of HWP for a locus does not imply unbiased sarnpling procedures.

ii. The technical problems associateci with generating microsateIlites: Le., stutters

and null alleles, which influence allele frequency and heterozygosity, also affect EIWP.
Both of these factors result in the overestimation of homozygosity, and could cause
depemire from HWP. The effect of gel stutten on departures from HWP can be

dismissed because Mvi57 with the highest level of stutters deviated from HWP in only
two populations.
üi. Linkage: Linkage between a rnicrosateUite and genes wntrolling traits of

economic importance or fitness will increase homozygosity for the microsatellite locus,
but this is not expected to be an important force for microsatellites.

iv. Positive assortative rnating and linebreeding: Positive assortative rnating,
which has been practiced in ail the ranches, and linebreeding, which has been practiced
in &IO of the farms, couid be the cause of excess of homozygosity and deviation fiom
HWP. This seems to be the most admissible explanation, supporteci by positive F, values

in ail the loci that signifimtly deviated from HWP,and by the s i g n i f i d y larger HE
than H,(Table 4.12) in almost every case where HWP was distorted. Factors that affect

excess of homozygosity, however, do not e x p h the reasons for the observed

differences among loci for conformaiion with the expected HWP.

v. Statistical artikt: A total of 49 x2 tests were performed on the data, and thus
the ovedi a (probability of rejecting a true hypothesis) was much mer than 0.05. To

keep the overall a at 0.05, the Bonferroni correction of p = a h =.OS49 -0.00 102 (Miller
1981) could be considered, which would result in only 16, rather than 28 of the
polymorphic loci to deviate from HWP.

Tests of Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium, both Fisher's exact test and Monte Car10
simulation procedure employed by GENEPOP, are designed to more accurately test for
the ciifferences berneen observed and expected frequencies when sample size is smd.

Nevertheless, very small ce11 numbers, resulting from rare alleles, would cause the
rejection of a m e hypothesis. To overcome this problem, rare deles were pooled. This
pooling, however, was based on the definition of a rare allele, Le., when the frequency

of an allele was las than 0.05 in the entire sarnple. There were several cases where the
overall ailele frequencies were larger than 0.05, but an allele had a frequency of smalIer
than 0.05 in a population, which could have influenced the results.
More than half of the 17 microsatellite loci in European cattle did not conform
with HWP (Ciampolini et al. 1995), and sampiing ermr was disrnissed as a source of the

disequilibrium. Roy et al. (1994) reported signifiant deviations from HWP in most of

16 groups of gray wolves, coyotes, red wolves and golden jackals. Up to 5 of the 10

microsatellite loci used in their study deviated from HWP. Significant deviations from
HWP have also been reported in wombats (Taylor et al. 1994).

5.2. Interpopulation Genetic Variability
5.2.a Genetic Diversity Arnong Populations
Genetic differences among populations were assessed using the x2 tests for aüelic

diffezentiation, genetic distances, phylogenetic analyses and the assignment test. These
methods only provide relative measures of population differentiation, which is dificult to

interpret without havhg a basis for cornparison. The wild and colored mink were used as
reference populations to facilitate interpretation of the degree of differentiation of the
black rnink herds.

The nurnber of signifiant differences in allele frequency distributions between
populations, estimates of genetic distance and phylogenetic analysis provided the sarne
profile of population differentiation. The populations were classified into three
categories; black rnink herds, colored mink, and wild rnink, with a large degree of
genetic differences among these categories, and smaller levels of genetic differentiation

between the populations within black and colored mi& categories. The wild rnink was
found to be more closely related to black than colored mi&, and the largest level of
differentiation was detected between black and wlored rnink. Since the discrirninating

power of the assignment test is positively related to the degree of genetic differences
between populations, the results of the assignment tests substantiated the above
classification to a large degree.

The observed levels of sirnilarities (or differences) among black mink
herds were the net result of two sets of opposing forces; one set pushing the herds apart,

and the othet bringing them closer to each other.

Origh of the black mink herds: Ali the four black mink ranches were estabfished

by purchasing breeding stock h m local h

s in Nova Scotia, which might have

originated h m the same source or might have been related to each other.

Use of Jetblack: The Jetbfack allele has been in-

into al1 the four black herds

used in this study. The Jetblack originated from a single litter discovered in Digby county
in Nova Scotia (Mullen 199le). Mink in these ranches have thus k e n genetically related
to each other in the pst through a few wmmon ancestors.

Gene flow among ranches: Mink in M3 originated from several ranches in Nova

Scotia in 1986,including Ml,M2 and M4. Additional breeding stock were purchased

h m Ml and h42 in 1989 and from Ml in 1992. There has also been limited exchange of
genetic material between M2 and M4 during the recent years.
Gene flow from cornmon sources: A continuous gene flow from the same ranches

in the US to three of the ranches in this study (Ml, M2 and M4) has perhaps k e n the
most important factor that has created genetic similarities among black mink herds during
the ment years. Breeding stock fiom one f m in the US (L.F,Illinois) were imported

into Ml almost every year h m 1982 until 1992 (Table 3.1). Br&g

stock from the

sarne source were imported to M2 in 1987, 1988, 1990 and 1991 (Table 3.2), and to M4
in 1983, 1985, 1988, 1989 and 1992 (Table 3.4). Breeding stock from another ranch in

the US (D.F.,Illinois) were imported to M.2 (1987, 1988) and M4 (1988). Although the

number of imported stock has been a s m d fraction of the herd size in each of the
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ranches, they may have been used quite exmsively for breeding. and might have had a
signifiant effect on genetic status of the herds.
Selection: When strong selection forces are applied to different populations in the
same direction for a long time, the fiequencies of the aileles dIrectly under selection, and

those that are linked with selected genes increase, multing in comparable ailele
fresuency distributions at such loci. All the black mink ranchers have followed somewhat
similar selection schemes over the years, namely selecting for size and fur quaüty traits,

with some attention being paid to litter size during recent years. Any linkage between
microsatellite loci used in this study and genes that have been under selection would have

increased genetic similarity. This is not expected, however, to have been a strong force
in creating genetic similarity for microsatellite loci which are predominantly neutral.
&

. .

Founder effect: Genetic drift may happen at several stages in a population's
lifesp~n,one beiig at the time when a population is established (founder effect). If each

of several populations is established with a few founder individuals. their genetic
constitution may be drastically different, depending on the number of founder individuals
and their genotype Frequency distributions. The black rnink herds used in this study were
a l l started with a group of individuals of moderate size (Tables 3.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ) , and the

founder effect is expected to be small.
Breeding structure: AUele frequency distributions of a population may change if

it passes through a tight bottleneck (Chalcraborty and Nei 1977), or when a smail number
of breeding individuals, particularly males, are used. When N
, males and N,females are
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selected and bred at random, the effative population size (NJ is Ne=4Nfl4(N,+NJ

(Faiconer 1982). Assuming the ration of one male to 4.5 fernales,
Ne=4(l)(4.5)/(l +4.5)= l8/5.5=3.27. Drift will increase by 5.5/3.27= 1-68 fold. This

value would be much iarger when intense selection pressure is applied to traits with
moderaîe to high hentabilities, such as body size and fur quality. Many of the selected
anirnals may be descendants of one or a few males with superior fur quality traits,
causing a bottleneck, which could have escalated genetic drift and genetic differentiation

between herds.
Population subdivision: When a population is divided into several subpopulations,
each with a smaU number of individuals, genetic drift is expected to be large, and would

result in genetic differentiation among subpopulations (Allard et d 1968; Chalcraborty
and Nei 1977). Positive assortative rnating , which has been practiced in dl the mink
ranches studied, would result in the creation of distinct families. This sort of population
subdivision influences the genetic array of mink in a herd as a whole, because of a

limiteci nurnber of lines or families that are normally kept on each ranch.
Mutation: Mutation could mate new aileles in a population. This is an important
source of genetic differentiation in the case of microsatellite loci which have high

mutation rates. Mutation, however, requires time to occur and for its frequency to reach

a detectable level. The black mink herds used in this study were separated ftom each
other for less than 30 generations (since 1966), and mutation is not expected to be a
major source for genetic differentiation during this period of time, although its effect
cannot be overlooked.
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Samphg m r : Two sampling processes were involved in this study; sampling of

animals within populations, and sampling of loci within animals. Both of these samphg

processes could influence the genetic arrays. It has been suggested tint appmximate1y 30
individuais per population and 30 loci per individuai should be surveyed to obtaui
accurate estimates of genetic variability within and between populations (Nei 1975,

1976). The number of animais sampled h m each of the black herds in this shidy was
adequate, ranghg between 40 in M4 and 78 in Ml. The major effect of a s m a l l sample

size on allele frequency distributions is on the probability of detecting rare alieles, which

are cornmon in microsatellites due to th& high mutation rates. Seventeen of the 46
alleles detected in the entire sample in this study had frequencies smaller than 0.05, and
there was a chance that these rare aileles rnay not have fallen into the samples. The

probability (a)that an allele with a frequency of y or les in a population f d s into a

sample of size n (Le., 2n alleles) is log(l-cr)=2n log(1-y). Setting n=40 (the srnailest
sample size taken from black mink herds), and y =0.05,gives a =O. 98, Le., there was
at least 98% probability that an allele with frequency of 0.05 in the black herds was
included in the samples.

The net effects of the above forces have made the four black mink herds more
similar than different, as shown by the small proportion of signifiant differences in
peirwise cornparisons among black mi& herds for allele frequencies (33%), which was

also reveaied in the small genetic distances. Nevertheles, there was still sufficient
genetic differences amongst these herds to allow correct assignment of 66% to 82% of

black mi& into their farm of ongin.
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v:
The smaiiest level of genetic differentiation was observed betweai pastel
and brown, which muid be due to two reasons:
i- The exact ongin and time of divergence of these coloured mink has not been

docurnented, but most of the published information on the early days of mink ranching
maice reference only to black (standard black) mink (Ashbrook 1928; Jones 19l3),

leavhg the impression thai black mink were kept in captivity d e r than the coloured
mink Pastel, a recessive mutation (bb), has been obsemed arnong standard black over
years, but had been considered undesirable and discarded. Commercial production of

pastel started in 195 1 (Nes et al. 1988), but the exact time of divergence of the

progenitors of pastel is not quite clear. Standard brown, also called wild-type or Mogul,

are basically light coloured standard black (without Jetblack allele) that are maintained
because of their vigour and high fertility (Nes et al. 1988). Detailed information on the
history of divergence of brown from standard black has not been docurnented. The small
level of genetic differentiation between pastel and brown wuld be due to their close time
of divergence from the captive standard black.

ü-Pastel is sometimes crossed with other coloured mink including (standard)
brown. Such defiberaie crosses have been carried out to produce new color types (Hansen

et al. 1985) and perhaps to widen the genetic base of pastel and brown rnink. As
mentioned before, such crossings might have occurred with the mink used in this study
prior to their transfer to the current ranch.
Forces such as drift (founder effect, bottleneck), mutation, and sampling emr, as

explaineci in the case of black rnink, have possibly caused the observed level of

differentiation between brown and pastel. Sarnpiing error has probably played a more
signifiant role in the case of colored mink compared with black mink herds in this study

due to the smaller sample sizes taken h m the former populations (20).

H

r

i

l

d

d

b mink: It seems logical to assume that îhere has been no gene

flow between black, colored and wild rnink since they divergai. This assumption is based

on the fact that economically important traits in black mink, such as color, s i x , hair
length, darhess, shade of color, sükiness, and texture are controlled by a large number
of genes. Modern black rnink are the result of many generations of careful selection for
all these traits. Crossing black mink with wlored or wild mink results in the deterioration

of many of these traits, and has not been practiced by the rnink breeders.
Published information on the history of mink ranching indicates that the standard
black aiverged fkom wild mink between 1850s and 1920s, and commercial production of

pastel started in 1951 (Nes et al. 1988). The progenitors of pastel must have diverged

h m standard black before 1951. The Jetblack mutation appeared in the mid 1960s and
made up the backbone of the black rnink industry in Nova Scotia, perhaps by the early
1970s. Based on the time of divergence of these populations, one would expect a closer
genetic relationship between wild and colored mink than between wild and black mink.
Keeping mink in captivity has brought about some considerable morphological

changes, even in the traits that have not been directly under selection. It has been shown
that ranched mink have larger skulls, shorter @tes,

narrower postorbital constnctions,

smaller size and skuii-shape sexual dimorphism (Lynch and Hayden 1995) and smder
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brains (Kruska 1996) compared with the wîid rninlr. Such differences wuld be exampIes

of many morphoIogical and physiological changes that have talren place solely as a resuit
of keeping minlc in captivity. Again, one would expect a greata divergence between wild
and ranched mink due to such extensive changes that have taken place due to keeping

mink under relatively uniform environmental and nubitional conditions.
This study, however, showed the greatest levei of divergence between wlored and
black minlc, not between wild and ranched mi&,

indicating that either the assumptions

regarding the time of divergence and the effets of keeping mink in captivity were not

wnect, or factors such as genetic drift (founder effect and bottleneck) and sampling
error were responsible for the creation of the observed pattern of population
differentiation (Chakraborty and Nei 1977). It has been shown that if the population size
increases over a long period of time, there WU be a decrease in the rate of gene
substitution by drift and the estimated genetic distance will be Iess than the true time of
divergence (Nei 1976; Chakraborty and Nei 1977). Since the black mink population in
North America has b e n expanding for many years, its genetic distance from the wild

mink was perhaps underestimateci, and it was positioned closer to the wild than the
wlored mink which had a smaller rate of population expansion.

5.2.b . Cornparison Between Different Methods of Estimating Genetic Divergence

Although all the methods used in the calculation of population differentiation

pmvided comparable results in this study, they have been developed using different

algorithrns based on different assumptions, which may not always produœ the same
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resuiîs. The de-

of genetic divergence among black mi& herds, for example, dinered

to some extait depending on the method used. M2 and M4 were the most diverged herds
based on Neits genetic distance, but the number of significant differences in ailde
fresuencies arnong black mink herds put these two closer to each other than any other

herd. Some comments on these methods are provided below:

-

i

. .

- .

The levels of divergence of the populations were assessed by comparing ailele

fresuency distributions in 147 x2 tests. The x2 test of similanty of aiiele frequency

distributions provides an objective tool for assesing population divergence. The major
probiem with this method is the large number of tests that must be performed, which

increases rapidly as the number of populations and loci increase. A total of k(k-I)R x2
tests should be performed for each locus when k populations are compared. The large

number of tests creates two problems:
First, when a large number of f tests are performed, the overall a is much larger
than 0.05 or 0.01 probability levels. The Bonferroni correction of p= a h , where n is the

number of tests is mmmended to control the overail probability of rejecting a tme
hypothesis (Miller 1981). In this study, the Bonferroni correction on all the 147 x2 tests
performed (Tables 4.13 to 4.17) gives p = a h = O.OS/ I N = 0.00034, and some of the

cornparisons becorne nonsignifiant. Therefore, the conclusions depend on the number of

tests perfomed and the level of a.
Second, rare alleles, which are common in microsateIlites, create a problem in the
statistical hancihg of the data. Small cell fkequencies may result in fdse rejection of the
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hypothesis. Although rare aileles were pooled, it did not nsult in aU cell frequencies to
be iarger than 5, which is recommended for an accurate x2 test. For example, dele

frequencies of at least 0.25 are needed to have at least 5 observations in each œil when a
sample of Sze 20 is taken, which was not certainly the case for many loci in the present

data. Therefore, some of the signifiant diffefences observed when comparing ailele
fresuency distributions of populations might have been due to the ptesence of rare
alleles.
ii

. .

Genetic distances are another measure of the degree of divergence between
populations. These measures are pdcularly useful in uncovenng the general
relationships among the groups when there are a large number of populations and many
loci, because they help to consolidate the data into a smaller set which facilitates the
interpretation of the results compared with ailele fizquency distributions. Although some

information is lost by reducing arrays of ailele frequencies to a smaller set of numbers,
existing patterns among populations obscured by the mass of nurnbers may becorne

apparent by summarïzing them into genetic distances. The major problem with genetic

distance estimates is difficdties associated with their interpretation. Although Nei 's
standard genetic distance varies between zero and unity, it is not easy to accwtely
explain the meaning a particular value.
A number of genetic distances (or similarities) have been proposed to evaluate the

amount of variation shared among the samples. Two of the most cornmon methods of

computing genetic distances were used in this study; Nei's standard genetic distance (Nei

1972) and Cavalli-Sforza's chord measure (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967). Both

methuds estimate the same quantity,but different assumptions are associated with them.

Nei's genetic distance (D) is interpreted as a masure of average number of codon
or nucleotide substitutions per locus that have accumulated since the two populations

separated fkom a common ancestral one (Nei 1972) . It has a hear relationship with
time of divergence (t), Le., D =Lat, where a is the rate of codon change (gene
substitution) pet locus per generation. In the case of microsatellite loci, mutation is
definecl as the change in repeat number rather than codon substitution. Nei's genetic

distance was developed under the following assumptions:
First, it is assumai that new mutations occur by way of the infinite ailele model,

Le., mutations are neutrai and each mutant result in a completely new allele. The
assumption of neutrality is g e n e d y vaüd for microsateIlite loci, but formation of new
deles by mutation does not seem to be a reasonable assumption, as microsatellite deles
may mutate to the one already existed in the population (Tautz et al. 1986; Walsh 1987;

Harding et al. 1992; Schlotterer and Tautz 1992; Stephan and Cho 1994; Fumagalli et
al. 1996).
Second, it is assumed that al1 loci have the sarne rate of neutral mutation. This
assumption may not hold tnie for any loci, including microsateIlite loci which have been
shown to have different mutation rates (Dallas 1992; Weber and Wong 1993).
Third, mutations within a locus occur independently fiom each other.
Fourth, the number of allelic substitutions per locus follows a Poisson

distribution.
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Fifth, the genetic variability initially in the population is at equilibrium between

mutation and genetic drift. There is no evidence that micmsateuite loci may deviate h m
the above three assumptions more or less than any other loci.
Sixth, the effective size of each population remains constant. Genetic distance is

escalated if the population passes through a tight bottleneck, but this requires extremely
small breeding numbers; e.g. 2 to 10 for several generations (Chakraborty and Nei
1977). As mentioned before, if over a long p e n d of time the population size increases,

there will be a decrease in the rate of gene substitution by drift and the estimated genetic
distance wiiî be less than the true time of divergence (Nei 1976). It has been shown,
however, that Nei's genetic distance is quite robust to founder effect and changes in
popdation size (Nei 1975, 1976).
Cavalli-Sforza's chord measure assumes that there is no mutation, and that ail

gene frequency changes have been caused by genetic drift alone (pure drift model). No
assumption is made about the constancy of population size over time or among

populations.
Nei's genetic distance seems to be a better estimate than CavaUi-Sforza's chord

measure, because absence of mutation may not be a valid assumption when using
microsateliite loci, and has been extensively used to analyze microsatellite data in various
species, including ovine (Buchanan et al. 1994), polar bears (Paetkau et d. 1995).

wombats (Taylor et al. 1994), Atlantic saimon (McConnell et al. 1995), toads (Scribner

et ol. 1994), and wolflike canines (Roy et al. 1994). It is interesthg to note that
microsateIlites provided much more accurate estirnates of the time of divergence of five
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sheep breeds compared with protein data (Buchanan et al. 1994). Although Nei's genetic

distance was developed long before the discovery of microsatellites, its assumptions can

be directly applied to microsatellite data.

Phylogenetic analysis is a step M e r than genetic distances in summarizing
genetic data. Arrays of genetic distances are used to cluster populations accordhg to their
degree of similarities. Phylogenetic analysis has two primary uses. One is to trace
evolutionary histories among populations. Often this involves confirming histories or
assessing relationships already established by other methods, such as in established breeds

with a known history. The second is to compare groups of unknown affinties to other

known groups or populations. Although our knowledge of the history of the ranched
rnink is somewhat blurry, the approximate time of divergence of the populations used in

this study are known.
The results of the three phylogenetic analyses; UPGMA, Neighbour-joining and

Fitch-Margoliash, were similar and comparable to those obtained from comparing d e l e
fresuency distributions and genetic distances regarding wild , black and wlored mink

populations. There were minor differences between the methods in the order by which
black mink herds were joined to the branch, indicating that these methods produce
different resuits when genetic differentiation is small.

nie UPGMA method assumes a constant rate of change dong all branches in a
tree (qua1 mutation rates). Nei et al. (1983) compared different methods of constructing
hees using

simulation, and wncluded that UPGMA generally perfomed well when the

mutation rates were the same dong a i i branches of the trees. Men mutation rates are
equal, a "rno1ecda.rclock"is said to be operating. A constant rate of change along ali the

branches may be a permissible assumption when microsateuites are used as a resuit of

their selection neutrality. UPGMA has been widely used with microsatellite data flaylor

et al. 1994; McConnell et al. 1995; Plaschke et al. 1995), perhaps b u s e it is easy to
interpret the W.

The assumption of a constant rate of change dong a l l branches (assumption of a
clock), which is fundamental for UPGMA, is no longer needed in the Fitch-Margoliash
method (Fitch and Margoliash 1967) or Neighbour-joining (Saitou and Nei 1987). For

this reason, some researchers favor Fitch-Margoliash (Buchanan et al. 1994) and
Neighbour-joining methods (Roy et al. 1994; Estoup et al. 1995; Tsumura et al. 1995)
over UPGMA.The Fitch-Margoliash method, however, may not result in a correct
topology, and it is recommended that other topologies be examined (Fitch and
Margoliash 1967). Fitch-Margoliash method uses weighted least-squares, whereas

UPGMA gives least-squares estimates of branch lengths. These two methods are very
similar when there is a clock (equal mutation rates along all the branches).
The Fitch-Margoliash method can only produœ an unrooted tree, unless assuming
the sarne rates of change dong all branches. Additional information fiom an "out-groupn

can be used to produœ a rooted tree. Wild mink was not used as an out-group, because
of its closer relationship with black mink.
It is certainly difficult to investigate the validity of the assumptions made in

developing the algorithms of different phylogenetic trees. It may be logical to assume

that more confidence can be placed on the data and the resuits when Srnilar trees are

obtained h m different methods. The patterns of differentiation between biack Mnk
herds and colored mink categories, and the wild rnink were the same based on ail the

three methods, which may indicated a m e divergence profile regardles of the
assumptions associateci with these methods. The pattern of differentiation of the black
rnink h e d s varies between the methods, and the resuits should be interpreted with
cautious.

5.2.c. Assignment Test

The assignment test using the panel of 7 microsateIlites discriminated between
black and non-black mink with at least 83% accuracy, but assigning a black mink to its
fann of origin had accuracies as low as 66.2%. The accuracy of the assignment test
depends on the degree of differentiation among groups, i.e. the difference in ailele

frequency distributions. The addition of more microsatellite loci to this panel improves
the accuracy of assigning an individual to its herd of ongin, or even to a line. The

practicai application of the assignrnent test is to identify the farm of origin or line of
individual animals in case of escape from a cage or release to the wild. This test can also

be used to identiQ wild mink that have possibly bred with escaped ranched rnink.
Buchanan et al. (1994) used Bayes' Theorem with uniform pnor to identiw breed
of individual sheep. The Bayes' Theorem with uniform pnor provides exactiy the same
result as the algorithm used in this study. Microsatellite &ta have been analyzed with
slightly modifieci forms of this assignment test to differentiate between four polar bear
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subpopulations (Pae&kauet al. 1995). and to identify individual, sex and species of seal
(haTbouf and gray) using DNA extracted h m their feces ( R e d et al. 1997).

6. CONCLUSIONS

i) Despite very uniform fur charactenstics of the black compared with wiid mink,
the genetic variability of black rnink herds in Nova Scotia was comparable with that

observed in the wild mink. This considerable levd of genetic variabiLity is very likdy the
resuit of muent importation of breeding stock h m ranches outside the province, and
the k t that ranched mink originated from at least three different subspecies.

ii) A considerable proportion of the genetic variability which exists in each ranch
most probably resides arnong lines or families. This may be the result of Iinebreeding
which has k e n followed in two of the ranches, and positive assortative mating, which

has been practiced in aii the ranches, which have resulted in creation of families. The

consequence of these systems of mating has been an increase in phenotypic and genetic
uniformity, reduced genetic variability, and accumulation of inbreeding within lines and
families. At the sarne time, genetic variability among lines and families has increased,

causing a considerable proportion of total genetic variability on any ranch to reside
arnong lines and families.

iii) Although matings between close relatives, such as parent-offspring and
brother-sister, have been avoided in ail the ranches studied, their effects on the
accumulation of inbreedhg under linebreeding and positive assortative mating seems to
be small, and black and coloured mink have become inbred to some extent. Some degree

of inbreeding was also observed in the wild mink, indicating that probably rehted
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individuais occupied adjacent territories, and that mink have a Limitai movement in the
wild.

iv) Brown mink had the highest level of genetic variability among the populations

studied, pehaps as a result of crosses between different colour phases during the pst.
Brown mink are known to be more vigourous and have higher fertility than biack mi&.
This may be the cause or the eff't of larger genetic variability. If large genetic

variabüity in brown mink is the reason for their higher vigour and fertility, avoidhg
linebreeding may improve reproductive performance of the black mink as weli. Linkage
between genes controllhg extreme black coloration and low fertility wuld not be
disregarded. More studies are needed before definitive suggestions could be made.

v) The four black rnink herds were genetically close to each other, most Iikely as

a result of flow of breeding stock from comrnon sources to d l the herds, and due to the
exchange of stock that has occuned, although on a lirnited basis, arnong the ranches.

This may imply that a substantial expansion of the genetic base of the local stock cannot
be achieved if these breeders exchange stock in the future.

vi) Despite similarities between ranched mink (black and coloured) in nutrition,
environmental conditions and selection pressure compared with the wild mink, and given

that historical evidenœ indicating a close time of divergence of black and coloured mink

h m each other, the results indicated that black mink was genetically closer to the wild
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mink than to the wloured mùik. The iargest divergence was found between pastel and
b k k mînk.

In conclusion, the current breeding strategies in the mink industry may not

diminish the present level of genetic variabilty in the near friture. In order to d u c e the
level of inbreeding ,a large number of lines with sirniiar fur characteristics should be
established within each ranch, and these lines shouid be fresuently crossed.

The foilowing protocols were used in this study for the extraction of DNA h m mink
tissue.

1. Approximately 150 mg of sample was piaced into a 1.5 ml tube.

2. 30 pl of preheated 2X lysis buffer (Applied Biosystems) was added to the tube,
and homogenized with the homemade homogenizer for a few seconds. This step
was repeated once more.
3. 340 pl of the 2X lysis b e e r was added and homogenued again. The homogenate
was incubated at 65°C for 30 minutes.
4. 10 pl of proteinase K (16 pg/pl, ICN) was added, mixed, and incubated at 50°C
overnight.
5. 400 11 of chlorofordphenoYwater (34:7:9) was added to the tube, inverted first
by hand untü the mixture was milky, then on the chemistry mixer for 5 minutes.

6. The tube was centrifuged at 14 K rprn for 5 minutes, the top aqueous Iayer t
transferred to a new, labeiled microtube.
7. Steps 5 and 6 were repeated once more.
8. The tube was spun down for 2-3 minutes in order to get the protein to sink to the
bottom.The aqueuus layer was saved into a new labelled tube.

9. 200 pl of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24: 1) was added to the tube, inverted for 5
minutes using the chemistry mixer, then centrifbged at 14 K rprn for 5 minutes.
10. The top aqueous layer was saved into a new tube and 2 volumes of 100% d d
ethanol was added to precipitate the DNA.
11. The tube was inverted by hand and centrifugai at 7 K rprn for 2 minutes. The
ethanol was poured off gentiy so as not to lose the pellet of DNA.
12. The DNA was washed with 500 pl of 70%ethanol for 10 minutes or longer
uskg the chemistry mixer. The last of the ethand was removed using the
SpeedVac for 4 minutes on medium kat, or by leaving open tubes at room
temperature for 15 minutes.

13. The DNA was re-suspend& with 50 pl of 1X TE buffer and the tubes put at 4'C
ovemight

1.0.05 g tissue was suspended in 500 pl 2X lysis buffer (Applied Biosystems).
2. 30 pl protanase K (16 &pl, EN) was added and then incubated at 50°C for 30
minutes (or until tissue dissolved).

3. 500 pl cold 100% ethanol was added, inverted by hand and centrifiiged at 7 K rpm
for 2 minutes.
4. The ethano1 was poured off gentiy and 500 pl 70% ethanol added. 5. The tube was
inverted on the chemistry mixer for 10 minutes or longer. It was then centrifbged at 5
K rpm for 1 minute, the ethanol poured off, and the remaining ethanol rernoved using
the SpeedVac for 4 minutes on medium heat, or by 1e-g
open tubes at m m
kmperature for 15 minutes.

5. The tubes were suspended ovemight in 100 pl 1X TE buffer.

Stock Solutions
The following stock solutions were used for extraction, PCR and polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis.

121.1 g Tris base crystals
42 ml HCI (12 N) to adjust pH
Dissolve Tris base crystals in about 750 ml dH@. Adjust the pH to 8.O d g HC1.
Transfer to 1 L volumetnc fiask, allowing to cool before adjusting volume to 1 L with
cHZO.Mix well.
Store at room temperature.

c
186.1 g NqEDTA 2H20
20 g NaOH
Dissolve NqEDTA 2H20 in about 750 ml dH20. Adjust the pH to 8.0 using NaOH
crystals. Transfer to a 1 L volumetric flask, allowing to cool before adjusting volume to 1
L with dH200.
Mix well.
Store at room temperature.

5

1 0 mi 1M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
20 ml 0.5M EDTA, pH 8.0
Add together in a 1 L volumetric flask. Bring to 1 L with dH20. Mix weli.
Store at room temperature.

m
10 ml 10X TE buffer (pH8.0)
90 ml m20
Store at room temperature.

K (16 &&
Add 1 pl of 1X TE buffer (pH8.0) to 16 pg Prokinase K.
Mix well.
Store at 4°C.
(74: 1 1

24 ml 10096 chioroform
1 mi 100% i m y l alcohol
Store in fume hood in amber bottle.

68 ml 100% chloroform
14 mi 10096 phenol
18 mi dH20.
Store at 4OC in amber bottle.

n%Bhad

70 mi 10096 ethanol
30 ml W20
Store at m m temperature.

108 g Tris base
55 g bric acid
9.3 g Na&DTA-H20
Mix with dHfl volumeûic flask to 1 L.
Store at m m temperature.

lxmEhfk
200 ml 10X TBE buffer
1.8 L w 0
Store at room temperature.
IgAPS

10 mi dH20
Store at 4°C.
2.5 g APS
10 ml m20
Store at 4°C.

lxmfzsu

10 pi Tween 20
990pi~20
Store at m m temperature.

S

W

)

50.96
19.62
5 1.36
19.47
57.54
17.38
54.49
18.35
295.86
3.38
3.08
324.68
55.37
18.06
57.54
17.38
350.88
2.85
268.82
3.72
50.30
19.88
54.29
18.42
3.37
296.74
322.58
3.10
Water was added to 100 pi.
The final concentration of each working primer was 10 pM.

M'4a
Mviî4b
Mvi87a
Mvi87û
MviS4a
MviS4b
Mvil 1 la
Mvil f lb
Mvi219a
Mvi219b
Mvi232a
Mvi232b
Mvi57a

400 g acry1adde:bis (19: 1)

-

dH20t0600rnl
Store at room temperature in amber bottle.

8% & y U ü k g d
50 mi of 40%acrylarnide stock
25 mi 10X TBE
add dH20to 250 mi
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